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at (202) 586-5027.

Sincerely,

Raymond P. Berube
Deputy Assistant Secretary
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* Task 4: Collective Dose
Responsible Organization: Sandia National Laboratory

Evaluate the feasibility and develop the concept of a collective dose option to the
release limits approach, including the implementability of such an option. Information
developed from this task can be found in Chapter 6 of this document.

* Task 5/6: TRU Waste Equivalence Unit
Responsible Organization: Sandia National Laboratory

Develop a fundamental criteria for disposal of TRU waste an a waste unit that is
equivalent to HLW. based on a comparable acceptable collective risk. (This task was
originally started as two tasks and later combined because of similarities in cope.)
Information developed from this task can be found in Chapter 7 of this document.
(Information not available at this time).

* Task 7: Uncertainty Propagation
Responsible Organization: CRWMS M&O (TESS)

Conduct the necessary analyses and evaluations to provide a defensible estimate of the
uncertainty in repository performance predictions a a function of time. for periods
between 1.000 and 100,000 years. Information developed from this task can e found
in Chapter of this document.

* Task 8: Carbon-14
Responsible Organization: CRWMS TMSS (SAC)

Develop further information concerning Carbon-14 releases from unsaturated media.
including costs of compliance with the present standard. and develop an alternative
requirement for regulating such releases. Information developed from this tsk can he
found in Chapter 9 of this document.

For each of these tasks. information was developed to support a possible revision of the standard.
with the goal that the overall level of public protection be similar to that provided by the 1985
standard. Four types of material were developed for each task and are presented in this
document:

1. Statement of the Problem
2. Recommended Approach
3. Supplementary Information
4. Technical Support Documentation

The Statement of the Problem identifies the concern about the standard that is being addressed
in the sections that follow. The Recommcnded Approach provides example regulatory language
to illustrate how the proposed revision might be incorporated into the standard. The
Supplementary Information provides a general discussion of the technical and regulatory
justification for the proposed revision in a format that is similar to the information that would
be required in the Federal Register supplementary information text fr the repromulgated
standard. The Technical Support Documentation provides the details of the technical analysis
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that support the proposed revision; this type of information would be needed for the Background
Information Document (BID) that the EPA would prepare as part of the repromulgation process

Since the DOE intends that the recommendations in this document he considered as a whole, the
suggested revisions to the standard resulting from each task have been consolidated, and are
presented in Chapter 2.

The information provided for each individual task within this document represent approximately
six weeks of concentrated effort on the part of the DOE and its various contractors . As discussed
earlier, the original scope of these studies provided for approximately six months of technical
analysis and computer modeling. However. in order to support the early May deadline requested
by the EPA. it was necessary to provide preliminary or incomplete information. because several
important analyses have not been completed. The Recommended Approach, Supplementary
Information, and Technical Support Documentation for Task 5/6 (TRU Waste Equivalence Unit)
will he completed by June 1992. The technical analyses being conducted in support of Task 2
(Three-Bucket Approach) and Task 7 (Uncertainty Propagation) are scheduled for completion in
August 1992. These analyses are described in Chapters 4 and 8 of this document. When this
material becomes available it will be provided to the EPA.

1-3
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Implementation of the multimode release limit or collective dose options discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6 may result in the need to obtain more information regarding site
characteristics. However, even though this may be viewed as a disadvantage. these
options have the advantage of allowing site-specific considerations to be taken into
account while at the time retaining the generic nature of the standard. It is also
important to note that each of the three resulting options or the containment
requirements hs its advantages and disadvantages. For that reason, the revised standard
should not require the use (if any one of the options by itself. Table 2-1 provides a
comparison of the various containment options being recommended. as well as an
example evaluation of the effects of just using one of the options (e.g., collective dose).

Chapter 7 (not available at this time) describes the DOE recommendation of a new
equivalence unit for TRU waste, which can be used as the fundamental criterion for
disposal of TRU waste. This is based upon the same acceptable level f risk that was
used for spent fuel and HLW, and upon the same concept of a reference-size repository.
The DOE intends that this recommendation be a part of all options for demonstrating
compliance.

Chapter 8 discusses the propagation of uncertainty as it relates to demonstration of
compliance for different time periods. These discussions support the DOE
recommendation that the time period for individual and groundwater protection be
limited to 1,000 years after disposal, as it was in the 1985 standard. Furthermore, the
discussions in Chapter 8 support the recommendation that assessments of cumulative
radionuclide releases or collective doses should not be required for time periods greater
than 10,000 years or, in the case of individual doses, time periods greater than 1,000
years.

Chapter 9 describes the DOE recommendation for dealing with releases of radionuclides
in gaseous form, with special focus on Carbon-14. In order to be consistent with the
manner in which the EPA regulates similar releases from other facilities, the DOE
recommends that gaseous releases from a repository be governed by the limits
established in 40 CFR Part 191 for individual protection, with some modifications. This
recommendation was developed in conjunction with the recommendations for
containment individual protection, and groundwater protection. The DOE intends that
this recommendation be considered in conjunction with any revision of the requirements
that govern those three topics.

Each of the chapters discussed above contains a recommended approach that suggests how the
EPA standard could be revised, consistent with the DOE intentions embodied in the
recommendations. As mentioned above, the DOE intends that these recommendations be
considered as a whole, since they are interrelated. To assist the EPA in this, the rest o this
chapter present a consolidation of all the recommended changes. For the most part the
recommended changes refer to the 1985 standard. However, there are several instances where
reference is made to some provisions being considered by the EPA that are contained in Draft
Federal Register Notice, dated 2/3/92.
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Table 2-1. Comparison of Present Single Generic Release Limits and Alternatives
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2.2 RECOMMENDED CHANGES

The changes recommended below reflect an outline for Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 191 that is
similar to the 1985 standard with some modification of the appendices. Other outline changes
being considered as reflected in the Draft Federal Register Notice (2/3/92), are not addressed
here. To asist the reader in understanding the recommended changes, the modified outline is
shown below:

Subpart B - Environmental Standards for Disposal

191.11 Applicability
191.12 Definitions.
191.13 Containment requirements.
191.14 Assurance requirements.
191.15 Individual protection requirements.
191.16 Groundwater protection requirements.
191.17 Alternative provisions for disposal.
191.18 Effective date.
Appendix A Table for Subpart B
Appendix B Alternative Tables for Subpart B
Appendix C Calculation of Annual Committed Effective Dose
Appendix D Guidance for Implementation of Subpart B

The following new definitions should be added to Section 191.12, Definitions:

"Point of compliance" means the location, for a given release mode. where radionuclides
enter the biosphere. At this location, cumulative releases over 10,000 years are calculated
for comparison to the multimode release limits table.

"Release mode" means one of four potential ways to be considered in the containment
requirements in which radionuclides are transported from the lithosphere to the biosphere,
resulting in exposure to humans. The release modes are: land (contaminated solids
deposited on the land surface. such as volcanic materials): well (contaminated groundwater
pumped to the land surface); river (all fresh surface waters): and ocean.

"Biosphere" means the zone of the Earth extending from (and including) the surface into
the surrounding atmosphere.

Section 191.13. Containment requirement, should be revised to read a follows:

191.13 Containment requirements.

The Department may invoke either subsection (a) or (b) of this section.
(a) Disposal systems for radioactive waste shall be designed to provide a reasonable

expectation. based upon performance assessments, that the cumulative releases of solid and
liquid radionuclides to the accessible environment (for Table I in Appendix A). or the
cumulative releases of solid and liquid radionuclides, considering all applicable release
modes, to the biosphere (for Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix B) or 10,000 years after disposal
from all significant natural processes and events that may affect the disposal system shall:
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(1) Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding the quantities calculated
according to Table I (Appendix A) or Tables 2 and 3 (Appendix B): and

(2) Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1,000 of exceeding ten times the
quantities calculated according to Table I (Appendix A) or Tables 2 and 3 (Appendix B).
The Department shall select the release limits method to be used in evaluating compliance.

(b) Disposal systems for radioactive waste shall be designed to provide a reasonable
expectation, based upon performance assessments. that the collective (population) effective
dose, calculated using the weighting factors in Appendix C. caused by releases of solid and
liquid radionuclides to the accessible environment for l0,000 years after disposal from all
significant natural processes and events that may affect the disposal system shall:

(1) Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding 2.5 million person-rem
(25.000 person-sieverts): and

(2.)Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1,000 of exceeding 25 million person-rem
(250.000 person-sieverts).

Dose limits re based upon a repository containing the equivalent of 100,000 MTHM of
spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste or XX MCi of transuranic waste.

(c) Potential radionuclide releases to the accessible environment that are due to human
actions shall be treated separately from releases due to natural events and processes: the
treatment of releases shall be qualitative, including discussions of mitigating measures and
shall be based on unspeculative assumptions about future states f human civilizations.
That is. the discussions should assume that drilling and mining methods, reasons for
intrusion, and societal structures remain the same as they are currently.

(d) (the paragraph designated (b) in the 1985 standard) Performance assessments need
not provide complete assurance that the requirements of 191.13(a) or (b) will be met. . .that
compliance with 191.13(a) or (b) will be achieved.

The "three-bucket approach" alternative for the containment requirements, as proposed in Sections
191.12(x) and (y) of the draft Federal Register notice (2/3/92). should no be included in the
revised standard.

Section 191.15, Individual protection requirements, should be rvised to read as follows:

191.15 Individual protection requirements.

a) Disposal systems for radioactive waste shall be designed to provide a reasonable
expectation that, for 1.000 years after disposal. undisturbed performance of the disposal
system shall not cause the annual committed effective dose received through all potential
pathways from the disposal system to any member of the public in the accessible
environment to exceed 25 millirems (250 microsevents). The annual committed effective
dose for gases released through the atmospheric pathway shall not exceed 10 millirems.

The time period for assessments of individual and groundwater protection should be retained at
1,000 years after disposal (as in Sections 191.15 and 191.16 of the 1985 standard), rather than
10.000 years (as proposed in Sections 191.14 and 191.23 of the Draft Federal Register Notice
(2/3/92)).

The revised standard should nt include requirements for projection f potential releases,
collective doses, or individual doses out to 100.000 years after disposal a proposed in Sections
191.12(c) and 191.14(b) of the draft Federal Register notice (2/3/92).
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Appendix A should remain the same as in the 1985 standard.

A new Appendix B. similar to Appcndix A, should be created as follows:

Appendix B - Alternative Multimode Tables for Subpart B

TABLE 2 - CUMULATIVE RELEASE LIMITS FOR 10,000 YEARS FOR
MULTIPLE RELEASE MODES (CURIES)

(See Table 2 at end of chapter)

TABLE 3 CUMULATIVE RELEASE LIMITS FOR 10,000 YEARS FOR
MULTIPLE RELEASE MODES (BEQUEREL)

{See Table 3 at end of chapter)

Application of Tables 2 and 3

Note 1: (same as in Appendix A)
Note 2: (same as in Appendix A)
Note 3: (same as in Appendix A)
Note 4: (same as in Appendix A)
Note 5: (same as in Appendix A)

Note 6: Use of Site Adjustment Factors. The Agency assumed in deriving the release
limits for the river and well releases in Tables 2 and 3. that the entire drainage system of
all rivers (for river releases) and all aquifers (for well releases) are contaminated by the
released radionuclides. Site Adjustment Factors (SAFs) should be used with Tables 2 and
3 to account for specific site locations. The following are examples of how SAFs might
be developed for the surface flow system and other geologic and hydrologic components
of a geologic disposal system.

Example I--River Releases: For the river column, the release limits are calculated
assuming that the entire drainage of all rivers is contaminated. For an actual site. only the
downstream section of the tributary that is fed by groundwater passing through the
repository is contaminated. To correct for this, a Site Adjustment Factor for the river
release mode (SAF) is used as a multiplier to adjust the risk factors. The Reciprocal Site
Adjustment Factor (RSAFR), with which the release limits are multiplied, is calculated as
follows:

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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rates divided by the equivalent sums of contaminated tributaries. "L" is the length of the
river segments and "F" is the volumetric flow rate of that segment. The subscripts "C" and
"U" refer to contaminated and uncontaminated segments. respectively. The release limits
in Tables 2 and 3 are then multiplied by this ratio to provide a site-specific release limit
for the river release mode.

Example 2-- Well Releases: The derivation of the release limits or the well release mode
using world average parameters assumes all groundwater from the recharge area to the
locations where it enters surface waters is contaminated. For an actual site, wells up-
gradient of the repository do not produce contaminated water. In addition, during the
10,000-year regulation period. the contaminated plume may not reach the discharge
location, thus some uncontaminated water may also be withdrawn down-gradient from the
repository.

A method for approximating the ratio of contaminated t total available water can be
applied by dating the water at the repository (A ,) at the point it is expected that the
radionuclides will reach in 10.000 years (A,). and at the location where groundwater
discharges to a river (A). With these ages, the Site Adjustment Factor for the well release
mode (SAF) may then be calculated and used as a multiplier to adjust the risk factors.
Calculation of the Reciprocal Site Adjustment Factor (RSAFW) is done by dividing the age
of the water at the river by the difference in the ages of the water at the repository and at
the farthest point of migration i 10,000 years. or:

RSAFw - A
A - Al

However, if it is found that the contaminated plume will reach a river within 10.000 years
the formula becomes:

RSAF -a 3
A3 A.

Release limits in Tables 2 and 3 are then multiplied by one of these ratios (the RSAF
to provide a site specific release limit for the well release mode. The use of SAFs and the
parameters to be considered in calculating SAFs shall be determined by the Department.

Note 7: Points of Compliance, In calculating cumulative releases over 10.000 years. the
points of compliance are as follows:

Release Mode Point of Compliance

Land Location where radioactive material
is brought directly to the land
surface.
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Release Mode Point of Compliance

Well Any wellhead outside the controlled
area from which groundwater
containing radionuclides is withdrawn
for purposes such a irrigation or
supplying drinking water.

River Location(s) of existing discharge of
groundwater containing radionuclides
to a river.

Ocean Location where a river-water or
groundwater containing radionuclides
discharges to an ocean.

Note 8: Uses of Release Limits to Determine Compliance with 191.13. Once release limits
for a particular disposal system have been determined in accordance with notes I through
7. these release limits shall be used to determine compliance with the requirements of
191.13 as follows. In cases where a mixture of radionuclides is projected to be released
to the accessible environment, the limiting values shall be determined as follows: For each
radionuclide in the mixture. determine the ratio between the cumulative release quantity
projected over 10,000 years and the limit for that radionuclide for each applicable release
mode as determined from Tables 2 or 3 and Notes I through 7. The sum of such ratios for
all the radionuclides in the mixture may not exceed one with regard to 191.13(a)() and
may not exceed ten with regard to 191.13(a)(2).

For example, if all release modes (L,W,R, and O referring to land, well, river, and ocean
release modes) are used in the example, if radionuclides a and b are projected to be released
in amounts Q, and Q,. and if the applicable release limits are RL, and R-,. then the
cumulative releases over 10,000 years shall be limited so that the following relationship
exists:

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

A new Appendix C, Calculation of Annual Committed Effective Dose, should be created. This
Appendix could contain the information that was in Appendix B of the Draft Federal Register
Notice (2/3/92). However, the information in that Appendix, which is based on ICRP 60, has
yet to be fully accepted by the United States. Consideration should be given to returning to the
information contained in Appendix A of Working Draft 3 (4/25/91) until ICRP 60 has been
accepted.

The existing Appendix B from the 1985 standard should be renamed Appendix D. The following
should be inserted between the second and third sentences of the first paragraph:
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Quantitative evaluations for these predictions compare predicted releases with either Table
I of Appendix A or Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix B. If the multimode release limit in
Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix B are used, the presence or absence of the four possible release
modes (land. well, river, and ocean) to be considered in the containment requirements must
be determined. The fifth release mode, for atmospheric releases, is considered under the
individual protection requirements. Site Adjustment Factors for the well and river release
modes, to be determined by the Department. may be calculated to account for differences
between the actual site-specific availability f water and the original assumption that the
entire drainage system is available and contaminated.

The following paragraph in the renamed Appendix ) should be revised to read as follows:

Compliance with Section 191.13. The Agency assumes that, whenever practical. the
Department. . .compliance with 19 1.13(a) or (b) into a complimentary cumulative
distribution function" that. . .for each disposal system considered. Section 191.13
contains options for comparing results of performance assessments with release limits and
dose limits. The complementary cumulative distribution function may represent both
summed release fractions and summed dose fractions. It is appropriate to apply dose
standards to specific events or processes for which the release limits are inappropriate.
The predicted doses for each event may then be normalized relative to the dose limits set
by the Agency in the same manner as predicted releases. The dose fraction then replaces
the summed release fraction for that event in the complementary cumulative distribution
function. The Agency asumes that.. .this single distribution meets the requirements of
191.13(a) or (b).

The following paragraph should be added to the renamed Appendix D:

Future States. Uncertainties involving things that are unknowable about the future can
only be dealt with by making assumptions and recognizing that these may. or may not.
correspond to a future reality. The Agency believes that speculation concerning certain
future conditions should nt be the focus of the compliance determination process.
Therefore, it would be appropriate for assessments made under Pan 191 to contain the
assumption that many conditions remain the same as today's. Conditions in this category
include population distributions (i.e., current population distributions should be assumed).
level of knowledge and technical capability, human physiology and nutritional needs, the
state of medical knowledge, societal structure and behavior. patterns of water use, and
pathways through the accessible environment. The Agency would not find it appropriate
to include in this category the geologic, hydrologic, and climatic conditions whose future
states may be estimated by examining the geologic record. Although the Agency would
not find it appropriate to assume that world populations will remain unchanged, it would
be inappropriate to assume future world populations that cannot reasonably be sustained
by current abilities to produce, distribute, and consume food. For this reason, future
world populations in excess of 1 billion people need not be assumed in evaluations
under paragraph 191.13.
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The following paragraphs in he renamed Appendix D should be revised to read as follows:

Consideration of Inadvertent Human Intrusion into Geologic Repositories. The most
speculative potential disruptions of a mined geologic repository are those associated with
inadvertent human intrusion. Some types of intrusion would have virtually no effect on
a repository's containment of waste. On the other hand, it is possible through speculation
to conceive of intrusions (involving widespread societal loss of knowledge regarding
radioactive wastes) that could result in major disruptions that no reasonable repository
selection or design precautions could alleviate.

Neither the Agency nor any other regulatory body has identified a reliable, defensible
basis for predicting future human behavior and for estimating the probabilities of possible
human actions. Therefore, the Agency does not require a quantitative treatment of human
actions that affect the repository. Nevertheless, the implementing agency should consider
these actions qualitatively in making its determination that there is reasonable expectation
of compliance with the standard. These considerations, though fundamentally qualitative.
especially in their treatment of probabilities. may refer to calculations that estimate the
consequences of human actions. The Agency believes that the most productive
consideration of inadvertent intrusion concerns those realistic possibilities that may he
usefully mitigated by repository design, site selection or use of passive controls (although
passive institutional controls should not be assumed to completely rule out the possibility
of intrusion). In making their qualitative evaluations, the implementing agencies can
assume that passive institutional controls or the intruders' own exploratory procedures are
adequate for the intruders to soon detect, or be warned of. the incompatibility of the area
with their activities.

Frequency and Severity of Inadvertent Human Intrusion into Geologic Repositories by
Exploratory Drilling. In the qualitative discussions supplied in compliance with
paragraph 191.13(c). the implementing agencies need not assume intrusion scenarios more
severe than inadvertent and intermittent intrusion by exploratory drilling for resources.
The implementing agency need not assume any drilling for the resources that are provided
by the disposal system itself. The implementing agencies should consider qualitatively
the effects of each particular disposal system's site, design. and passive institutional
controls in mitigating the potential effects of such inadvertent exploratory drilling.
Descriptions of the likelihood of such inadvertent and intermittent drilling over 10,000
years need not assume that more than 30 boreholes per square kilometer of repository
area will be drilled in that time at geologic repositories in proximity to sedimentary rock
formations or that more than 3 boreholes per square kilometer will be drilled in that time
at repositories in other geologic formations. Furthermore. when the discussions treat the
consequences of inadvertent and intermittent drilling, the implementing agency need not
assume that those consequences are more severe than (I) direct release to the land
surface. . .the permeability of a carefully sealed borehole.
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Table 2
Cumulative Release Limits for 10,000 year (curies per 100,000 MTHM) for,

Multiple Release Modes
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Table 3
Cumulative Release Limits for 10.000 years, (TBq per 100,000 MTHM) for

Multiple Release Modes
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CHAPTER 3

HUMAN INTRUSION

3.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The 1985 standard provides a requirement that human-initiated processes and events be included
in the calculations that examine compliance with the numerical. probabilistic containment
requirements. This provision creates difficulties that arise because the probabilistic standard
forces a demonstration of compliance to estimate the probabilities and the consequences of
human-initiated phenomena that may occur during the next 10.000 years. There is no reliable
basis for estimating human behavior over so long a period. Consequently. assumptions about the
human activities that may occur at a repository site and about their probabilities are difficult to
defend. because they lack a firm technical foundation. An analysis of compliance may well be
so heavily dominated by such assumptions that it fails to reveal the adequacy. or inadequacy. of
the isolation characteristics offered by a repository site. To find a site inadequate solely on the
basis of unfounded assumptions about future human activities would defeat a major intention
behind the containment requirements. The requirements should not disqualify a site unless the
characteristics f the site are inadequate. and speculation about future human activity should
therefore not be the focus of the compliance determination process.

On the other hand. the human-initiated events and processes should not be ignored in that
process. They clearly should be part of an evaluation of the adequacy of a proposed repository
system. The problem, then, is to construct and propose a treatment of such phenomena that
guarantees their consideration in determining compliance but does not skew the process toward
rejection of adequate sites on the basis of indefensible assumptions.
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3.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

The following material suggests a way that section 191.13 of the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part
191 might be written to avoid the problems with putting human intrusion into the quantitative.
probabilistic comparison with limits. The same material, perhaps with minor changes, may be
used if the standard also allows for alternative approaches to the demonstration of compliance

191.13 Containment requirements.

a) Disposal systems for spent nuclear fuel or high-level or transuranic radioactive
wastes shall be designed to provide a reasonable xpectation. based on performance
assessments, that the cumulative releases of radionuclides to the accessible
environment for 10.000 years after disposal from all significant natural processes and
events that may affect the disposal system shall:

1. Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding the quantities
calculated according to Table I (Appendix A). and

2. Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1,000 of exceeding ten times the
quantities calculated according to Table I Appendix A).

b) Potential radionuclide releases to the accessible environment that are due to human
actions shall be treated separately from releases due to natural vents and processes;
the treatment of releases shall be qualitative, including discussions of mitigating
measures, and shall be based on unspeculative assumptions about future states of
human civilizations. That is, the discussions should assume that drilling and mining
methods, reasons for intrusion, and societal structures remain the same as they are
currently.

c) the paragraph designated (b) in the 1985 version. unchanged) Performance
assessments need not provide complete assurance that the requirements of 191. 13(a)
will ...

If the EPA includes in its next version of the standard some alternatives to the original section
191.13. (e.g., the four-column' approach or either of the two optional containment requirements
suggested in the draft Federal Register notice dated 213/92). similar changes should b made.
That is, 191.13(a) should be slightly revised (as it is above) to limit it to natural processes and
events and the new subsection 191.13(b) should be inserted, keeping the old subsection 191.13(b
as the new 191.13(c).

The following paragraph is be added to Appendix B of the 1985 version:

Future States. Uncertainties involving things that are unknowable about the future can
only be dealt with by making assumptions and recognizing that these may, or may not.
correspond to a future reality. The Agency believes that speculation concerning certain
future conditions should not be the focus of the compliance determination process.
Therefore, it would be appropriate for assessments made under Part 191 t contain the
assumption that many conditions remain the same as today's. Conditions in this category
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include population distributions (i.e., current population distributions should be assumed).
level of knowledge and tchnical capability, human physiology and nutritional needs, the
state of medical knowledge. societal structure and behavior. patterns of water use, and
pathways through the accessible environment The Agency would not find it appropriate
to include in this category the geologic, hydrologic, and climatic conditions whose future
states may be estimated by examining the geologic rcord. Although the Agency would
not find it appropriate to assume that world populations will remain unchanged. it would
be inappropriate to assume future world populations that not reasonably be sustained
by current abilities to produce, distribute, and consume food. For this reason, future
world populations in excess of 10 billion people need not be assumed in evaluations
under paragraph 191.13.

The above changes in paragraph 191.13 will require a change to the reference to 191.13 that
appears in Appendix B of the 1985 version in the paragraph called "Compliance with Section
191.13." To other references to 191.13 will not need to be changed. The revised paragraph
will read a follows:

The Agency assumes that . . . compliance with 191.13(a) into a complementary
cumulative distribution function' that indicates ... a disposal system can be considered
to be in compliance with 191.13 if this single distribution function meets the requirements
of 191.13(a).

Some sentences will need to be inserted into the paragraph in Appendix B called 'Consideration
of Inadvertent Human Intrusion . . . This paragraph will then read as follows:

Consideration of Inadvertent Human Intrusion into Geologic Repositories. The most
speculative potential disruptions of a mined geologic repository are those associated with
inadvertent human intrusion. Some types of intrusion would have virtually no effect on
a repository's containment of waste. On the other hand, it is possible through speculation
to conceive of intrusions (involving widespread societal loss of knowledge regarding
radioactive wastes) that could result in major disruptions that no reasonable repository
selection or design precautions could alleviate.

Neither the Agency nor any other regulatory body has identified a reliable, defensible
basis for predicting future human behavior and for estimating the probabilities of possible
human actions. Therefore, the Agency does not require a quantitative treatment of human
actions that affect the repository. Nevertheless. the implementing agency should consider
these actions qualitatively in making its determination that there is reasonable expectation
of compliance with the standard. These considerations. though fundamentally qualitative.
especially in their treatment of probabilities, may refer to calculations that estimate the
consequences of human actions. The Agency believes that the most productive
consideration of inadvertent intrusion concerns those ralistic possibilities that may be
usefully mitigated by repository design, site selection, or use of passive controls (although
passive institutional controls should not be assumed to completely rule out the possibility
of intrusion). In making their qualitative evaluations. the implementing agencies can
assume that passive institutional controls or the intruders' own exploratory procedures are
adequate for the intruders to soon detect, or be warned of, the incompatibility of the area
with their activities.
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3.3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

The following, material could be used as supplementary information in explaining why, the rule
is reasonable when written in the form n the preceding pages. This material could probably
appear in the EPA's supplementary information just after its explanations of the probabilistic
standard that is promulgated in paragraph 11.13(a).

In developing the probabilistic standard, the Agency recognized that there is a
fundamental difference between estimating the probabilities of future natural phenomena
and estimating the probabilities of future human activities. Reasonable estimates of
natural phenomena can often be based on evidence provided by the geologic record
Most of the natural phenomena that might b expected to affect a repository (e.g., fault
movement, erosion, or diapirism) can be studied in records that extend back for million.
of years. An extrapolation f that information through the next 10,000 years can be a
reasonable basis for estimating the probabilities that those phenomena will occur.
Although there will seldom be unanimous agreement among experts about te precise
values of those probabilities. their reasonableness can be examined by reference to the
geologic record. Believing that probabilities can be derived and defended in this way, the
Agency deems appropriate the probabilistic standard required fr natural phenomena in
paragraph 191.13(a).

On the other hand. there is no similarly reliable basis for estimating what human beings
are likely to do in the next few thousand years. or even in the next few hundred years.
The records of human activity are not nearly so long as the geologic record. and
10.000-year extrapolations would, for that reason alone. be less reliable than

extrapolations from the geologic record. More important. the past few hundred years--the
past few decades. in particular--have seen an enormous increase in te rates at which
human societies and their asociated technical abilities have changed. With such rapid
changes in so short a time. extrapolation to 10.000 years would necessarily consist f
speculation about whether these rates will continue. Neither the Agency nor other
regulatory bodies have identified a reliable bsis for such speculation. which the Agency
consequently believes should not be the focus of the compliance determination process.

For these reasons, the Agency has not required a quantitative treatment of human actions
that may affect a repository. Nevertheless, the Agency believes that an implementing
agency should carefully consider the effects of human actions in seeking reasonable
expectation (if compliance. Paragraph 191.13(b) therefore requires a qualitative discussion
of human actions. This requirement avoids the problems of estimating probabilities
quantitatively by not requiring compliance with a quantitative, probabilistic limit like that
in paragraph 191.13(a) and by not requiring speculation about future conditions. The
requirement does not rule out the use of calculations in support of the qualitative
discussions; modeling of the consequences of future human actions may, for example,
produce useful insights into the future behavior of a repository system. Further
information about the Agency's intentions is furnished in Appendix B. which explains
what the Agency would consider appropriate treatment of future states of nature and f
human civilization.
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3.4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION

The following material is supporting information that could be cited as reasons for the DOE
suggestions for the above revision. It could be part of a technical support document for the rule.

Many comments on 40 CFR Part 191 have pointed out the difficulties that arise when human
activities are included with natural phenomena in the complimentary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF) that the Agency recommended in 1985 for examining compliance with
paragraph 191.13(a). The difficulties also arise in alternative compliance methods that have been
suggested for incorporation into the standard--i.e.. the suggestions known as the "four-column"
alternative, the collective-dose alternative, and the "three-bucket" alternative. Summarized
broadly. these difficulties arise from the basic difficulty of guessing what future human societies
will be able to do or will want to do. For example. to include the drilling of exploratory
boreholes into a forgotten repository would require estimates of the consequences of the drilling
and of the probability of its occurrence. Estimating the consequences would require speculation
about how drilling would be done in the future: given the rapid avances in drilling methods in
the past hundred years. it would be extremely difficult to guess how drilling will be done
thousands of years from now. Estimating the probability of drilling would be even more
speculative: given that only 200 years ago deep drilling was a rare occurrence. it is hard to guess
how often people will want to drill thousands of years from now.

Because there is no way to rigorously defend estimates f either the consequences or the
probabilities of future human actions. the CCDF could easily he dominated by assumptions about
these estimates. And there would be little possibility that the estimates could be limited to
"reasonable" values, because there appears to be no defensible basis for deciding what will be
'reasonable" in future societies.

A specific example of this possibility appears in a detailed preliminary performance assessments
recently completed for the potential site at Yucca Mountain. Nevada (Reference 3-1). That study
examined the effect of varying the number of boreholes that it assumed would penetrate the
repository during the next 10.000 years. At the larger numbers of boreholes, the effects of
natural release mechanisms (e.g., groundwater flow) were obscured by the effects of drilling.
There was, of course. no basis other than asumption for choosing one number of boreholes over
another--i.e.. for deciding which CCDF is best representative of the site's future performance.
(Although the EPA has provided suggestions that guide assumptions about numbers of boreholes.
licensing activities are not bound t follow those suggestions. which appear in the guidelines that
accompanied the 1985 version of the standard.) When CCDFs that include guesses about
numbers of future boreholes are introduced into licensing activities, the licensing process may
find itself focused on speculation about those numbers rather than on substantive issues of
repository performance.

In other words, a CCDF dominated by guesses about future human behavior may obscure the
more defensible estimates (if the ability of a repository system to isolate waste through its natural
characteristics and its engineered features. These characteristics and features are barriers on
which geologic disposal relies, and it is important that the performance measure embodied in the
standard reveal their effectiveness. The CCDF can do so if the obscuring effects of estimates
about human actions are removed from it
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This line of rasoning suggests only that human actions should not be prt of the quantitatie,
probabilistic standard. An implementing agency may wish to consider human activities when it
seeks reasonable expectation that a repository system will isolate waste effectively. To meet this
desire, a qualitative discussion of human activities can furnish useful information. It may be
possible to supplement the discussion with a quantitative study of consequences estimated by
modeling present-day human activities and assuming that they occur at the repository. Such
study of consequences would reflect the Agency's belief that an appropriate treatment of future
human activities would assume that many societal and technological conditions are the same as
today's. Fundamentally qualitative discussions that refer to consequence calculations of this kind
can be a valuable addition to material that support a finding of reasonable expectation but avoids
the misleading features of overly quantitative and probabilistic treatments.

Waste disposal programs outside the United States have also recognized difficulties like those
explained here. European nations have not come to consensus on an appropriate way to handle
human intrusion in their analyses of waste isolation. They do, however, recognize that "such
low-probability, high-consequence scenarios would be difficult to treat within the normal
regulatory guidelines and might. therefore, need sparate consideration . . . These issues will be
treated within the NEA Working Group on Assessment of Future Human Actions. . ." (Reference
3-2 ). Because these nations do not currently plan to use a probabilistic standard like the EPA
standard, the difficulties they perceive are somewhat different from those involved with including
human intrusion in a CCDF. But they clearly intend to pay special attention to the problems of
including human intrusion along with natural disruptions, even in nonprobabilistic assessments.
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CHAPTER 4

THREE-BUCKET APPROACH

4.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Agencies affected by 40 CFR Part 191 have experimented with the complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) that the 1985 rule suggests for demonstrating compliance with the
containment requirements. The NRC came forward with an alternative approach in 1991 and
offered it up for discussion in informal forums. The approach came to be known a the "three-
bucket approach" because it attempts to divide into three categories the phenomena that might
affect waste isolation. The EPA has informally circulated a somewhat modified version the
Draft Federal Register Notice (2/3/92). The DOE has begun to examine both statements of the
approach, and has noticed that it may present some problems if it is put into practice.
Accordingly. the DOE cannot recommend the adoption of this approach until it has conducted
further investigations to clarify and perhaps solve the potential problems.

The problem, then, is to state the difficulties that the DOE see, in the "three-bucket approach'
and to seek solutions to them through further study.
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4.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

The DOE finds that the "three-bucket approach." as it has been stated up to now, is technically
incomplete and should not be included in the EPA standard. The DOE intends to investigate the
approach, determining whether it can be better defined, whether it is fundamentally sound.
whether it can be reasonably implemented. and whether it offers protection of the environment
that is consistent with the original standard.
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4.3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This material is not "supplementary information" in the sense that it is normally used in the
rulemaking process. Instead, it simply explains the DOE reasoning--i.e.. why the DOE feels
more study is needed before the proposal can be either recommended or rejected. The material
in this section may be useful to the EPA if its next proposal for 40 CFR Part 191 is accompanied
by supplementary information that explains the EPA position on the "three-bucket approach."

Before the merit of the three-bucket approach' can be evaluated a number of questions about
it must be answered:

How to determine unambiguously the bucket into which each sequence of events and
processes falls. An important feature of the approach is that the phenomena are placed
into different categories. or "buckets." that govern the compliance criteria that apply to
them. To give just one example of the ambiguity involved in the definitions of these
buckets, some interpretations of the approach would place into the first bucket only
natural phenomena that fall within the NRC definition of "anticipated." Another
interpretation would place into the first bucket all phenomena with a probability greater
than 0.1. making no distinction between natural and human-induced phenomena.

* The meanings of certain terms used in he statements of the approach (e.g.. sequences"
anticipated" "sufficiently credible to warrant consideration," "scenario"). These trms

are used in defining the buckets, and there is considerable confusion about their meanings
Any assessment of the merit of the proposal must rest on a firm understanding of what
the EPA intends by the terms.

* The logical consistency of comparing incomplete CCDFs to limits originally established
for a complete CCDF. The approach suggests that only phenomena that meet certain
(ambiguously defined) criteria would be examined by inclusion in a CCDF. But this
incomplete CCDF would be compared with limits originally derived by the EPA for a
more comprehensive set of phenomena. Whether this apparent discrepancy would have
any significant effects on the credibility of the standard has not been carefully examined.

* The uncertainty in knowing how much more restrictive the "three-bucket approach" is,
when compared with the original standard. The approach is intended to be approximately
as restrictive as the original, conservative standard. Nevertheless, until some experience
in using it has been gained, it is difficult to determine its degree of conservatism.

* Whether he determinations of probabilities must be more accurate, or less accurate, than
those required for showing compliance with the original standard. The approach is
intended to reduce the necessity for deriving accurate probabilities of future phenomena.
If, however, the (currently ambiguous) assignment into buckets depends strongly in
probabilities, it may become necessary to estimate at least some probabilities more
accurately than the original standard requires.
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* Whether the probability limits for the buckets take parameter variabilities into account.
When any particular sequence of phenomena is modeled. the estimates of consequences
usually cover a range that encompasses the natural variations in the properties of natural
materials and the uncertainties in the measurements of those properties. Each part of this
range of consequences has a different probability associated with it. This range of
probabilities may. for some phenomena, extend past the boundary between buckets. What
the approach would suggest for handling such a situation is unclear.

Furthermore, although the approach appears on first reading t require only a reformatting of
calculations intended for comparison with the 1985 standard, it may not be fully compatible with
existing methods fr deriving CCDFs. (All of these difficulties are discussed. in somewhat more
technical detail, in the accompanying material that could appear in a technical Support document.)

Further detailed investigation of the three-bucket approach is needed before the DOE can decide
whether it is an improvement over the 1985 containment requirements. Furthermore, the DOE
cannot determine whether the approach is implementable until the above questions have been
answered. A detailed investigation carried ut by the DOE can, in principle. probably suggest
resolutions for most of the ambiguities and determine the implementability of the approach. If
the investigation shows that the approach is not an improvement or is nt implementable, the
investigation may suggest a modified "three-bucket approach" that the DOE can recommend to
the EPA. The investigation will. however, take several months to perform. The studies that are
necessary will involve. at a minimum, a reformatting of the recent total-system performance
assessment to make it fit into the three-bucket framework. and they may require that additional
total-system analyses be done. In order to study critical parts of the "three-bucket approach" it
may also be necessary to modify some of the calculational models so that calculations with them
will emphasize those critical parts.
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4.4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION
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Figure 4-1. Containment Requirements in the Three-Bucket Approach

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

Figure 4-2. Normalized Containment Requirements in 40 CFR Part 191
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I. Category membership in this interpretation is based on the event or process
description and a qualitative probability estimate of the event. Category I would
consist of natural events that are "anticipated" to occur during the period of intended
performance. Category 2 would consist of unanticipated natural events and human
actions. All noncredible events would be in category 3. Human intrusions that have
a high probability of occurrence do not seem to be covered by this definition. The
implementation procedures or either interpretation 2 or 3 could be used with this
definition.

2. Category membership would be based solely on probabilities, and category 2 would
control the membership. Any single event or sequence of events with a probability
of occurrence between 0.0001 and 0.1 would be in category 2, and individual
releases could not exceed 10 times the release limits. Events with probabilities less
than 0.00001 would e in category 3 and would not be regulated. In the present
standards, all credible events are included in the CCDF that is to be compared with
the numerical containment requirements shown in Figure 4-2 In this second
interpretation of the three categories. no part of a CCDF consisting of events with
probabilities between 0.1 and I those not in categories 2 and 3) could be in the
exclusion region shown in Figure 4-1 . This would be an incomplete CCDF with the
upper probability value less than I and conceivably less than the lower level of the
exclusion region.

3 Category membership in this third interpretation would be based on probabilities and
consequences of the events, and categories I and 3 would control the membership.
Category I would require a CCDF of all events with normalized releases less than
I to have a maximum probability of at least 0.9. his also would be an incomplete
CCDF. but the upper value would have to be at least as high as the lower value of
the exclusion region. This interpretation is inconsistent with the wording in the
EPAs Working Draft #3 of 40 CFR Part 191. In category 2 the projected releases
from individual events with probabilities of occurrence between 0.0001 and 0.1
cannot exceed 10 times the release limits. Some events could be regulated by both
categories I and 2. Events with probabilities less than .0001 would be in category
3 and would not be regulated.

There are some ambiguities and inconsistencies that apppy to all three of these interpretations.
The probabilities ued to define category membership and to generate the category I CCDF could
be the mean, median, or upper bound of the estimates. The interpretation of events and
sequence of events" could determine their category membership and have a significant effect in
compliance. Whenever probabilities of individual events or sequences of events are used, there
is the opportunity to subdivide them to decrease probabilities and make compliance easier.
Events also could be grouped together to increase probabilities and possibly exclude a safe
repository.
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This approach has some problems that must be resolve before it could replace the present
containment requirements. The system CCDF in category I would be incomplete. and the upper
level of probability would always be less than 1. Moreover, the upper level of this incomplete
system CCDF also would be different for each repository, making the requirement inconsistent,
One partial solution would be to normalize the incomplete system CCDF so that it would be
complete for anticipated events. The requirement would still be inconsistent and it would not
be traceable to the fundamental standard that applies to the entire disposal system. not just to
some events. If, to overcome this difficulty. all cvents were included in the category I CCDF
to make it complete. the need for precise probability estimates would be the same as the present
approach.

The goal of eliminating the need for precise probability estimates for unanticipated processes and
events is only partially fulfilled. Probability estimates of unanticipated events in the middle of
the category 2 probability range could be off by as much as 1.5 orders of magnitude without
affecting the assessment. As the actual probabilities of the events approach either of the category
2 boundaries, however. the accuracy requirements on the probability estimates increase. If the
estimates are not very precise in the 0.1 and 0.0001 probability ranges, the event could be placed
in the wrong category, resulting in an erroneous evaluation. As an example. an event just above
the lower probability limit would have to comply with the same requirements as an event with
a probability of 0.1. but an event just below the lower limit would not even be regulated.

Another problem is the nonuniformity of category 2. As can be seen in Figure 4-1. the proposed
requirement is 1.000 times as restrictive for events with probabilities of 0.0001 as for events with
probabilities of 0.1. This nonuniformity could be eliminated by using the line of constant risk
in Figure 4-1 as the category 2 limit. The accuracy requirements for probability estimates would
then be uniform for the entire category.

In addition, the "three-bucket approach may not achieve its potential advantage of separating
human intrusion from other phenomena. There is no assurance that human intrusion will he in
category 2 if the category definition is based on probabilities. For some repositories. the only
credible releases in 10.000 years would be from human intrusion. or human intrusion would be
the dominant release mechanism with a probability greater than 0.1. Human intrusion would
definitely be in category for these repositories.

To use this approach, compliance evaluation. which is the final step of the analysis. would he
carried out differently from the current DOE expectations for the process. The credible events
would be divided into two categories. a CCDF of the anticipated events would be generated and
compared to the category I limits, and the unanticipated events would be compared
event-by-event to the category 2 limit. The definition of noncredible individual events for
category 3 is the value currently being used in performance assessments. If, however, the
definition of sequences" includes parameter variations. the division if credible events into
categories may not be possible until Monte Carlo sampling has determined detailed probabilities.
If such a determination is necessary. computer routines for making CCDFs will have to be
revised, and the difficulty of implementing the approach would have to e tested before the
feasibility of the approach can be said to be fully understood.



The NRC staff has claimed that the "three-bucket approach" may simplify licensing or permitting
of repositories, but the concept and some definitions need clarification, and some modifications
are needed to reduce inconsistencies and nonuniformities. It is not clear that categories I and
2 can be shown to fulfill the total-system risk requirements of the fundamental criterion.
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5.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In some instances, the release requirements of Table I in 40 CFR Part 191 may result in all
inappropriate or overly conservative evaluation of repository sites because they do not adequately
account for significant features of a site. The 1985 version of 4 CFR Part 191 contained only
one release limit table (Table 1 for all release modes. The table was based only on simultaneous

releases to all the world's rivers and oceans. he three other basic rlease modes--atmospheric.
land surface. and withdrawal-well, which are the only expected release modes for sites presently
under consideration--were not taken into account. Because a single release limit table cannot
represent all release modes and release locations, cumulative releases would have been evaluated
at the boundary of the repository instead of at locations f release.
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5.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

A multimode release limit option is proposed in addition to the existing Table I limit in
Appendix A of the standard. This additional option would include limits for all release modes
to be considered in the containment requirements (land, well, river, and ocean). The atmospheric
release mode is addressed in the individual protection requirements (as explained in Chapter 9
which discusses Carbon-14). and the hman intrusion cmponent is addressed in Chapter 3.
which discusses the consideration of human intrusion. In incorporating the proposed new table
a number of corresponding changes to the wording of the rule are needed. These changes arc
described below.

A number of new terms have been introduced. As used here, these terms are defined as follows:

Point of compliance - the location, for a given release mode, where radionuclides enter the
biosphere. At this location, cumulative releases over 10,000 years are calculated for
comparison to the multimode release limits table.

Release mode - one of four potential ways to be considered in the containment requirements
in which radionuclides are transported from the lithosphere to the biosphere. resulting in
exposure to humans. The release modes are: land (contaminated solids deposited on the
land surface, such as volcanic materials); well (contaminated groundwater pumped to the
land surface): river (all fresh surface waters): and ocean.

Biosphere - the zone of the Earth extending from (and including) the surface into the
surrounding atmosphere.

Subsection 191.13(a) needs to be changed to accommodate the option of multimode release
limits. The proposed wording is as follows:

a) Disposal systems for spent nuclear fuel or high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes
shall be designed to provide a reasonable expectation, based upon performance
assessments, that the cumulative releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment
(for Table I in Appendix A). or the cumulative releases of radionuclides. considering
all applicable release modes, to the biosphere (for Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix B) for
10,000 years after disposal from all significant processes and events that may affect the
disposal system shall:

1. Have a likelihood (of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding the quantities
calculated according to Table I (Appendix A) or Tables 2 and 3 (Appendix 13); and

2. Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1.000 of exceeding ten times the
quantities calculated according to Table I Appendix A) r Tables 2 and 3
(Appendix 1).

The Deparment shall select the release limits method to be used in evaluating compliance.

Appendix A remains the same as in the 1985 version of 40 CER Part 191.
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A new Appendix B would be created. It would be the same as Appendix A except for these
changes: replacement of Table I with Tables 2 and 3, the addition of two notes. and minor
changes to the original Note 6 from Table 1. (The creation of a new Appendix C will he
discussed in Chapter 6.)

Tables 2 and 3 provide release limits for the four potential release modes to be considered in the
containment requirements expressed in curies and terabequerels,. respectively. The proposed
tables are included at the end of this section.

New information would have to be added as Note 6 to Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix B. The
wording for the new Note 6 would be:

The Agency assumed, in deriving the release limits for the river and well releases in Tables
2 and 3, that the entire drainage system of all rivers (for river releases) and all aquifers (for
well releases) are contaminated by the released radionuclides. Site Adjustment Factors
(SAFs) may be used with Tables 2 and 3 to account for specific site locations. The
following are examples of how SAFs might be developed for the surface flow system and
other geologic and hydrologic components of a geologic disposal system.

Example --River Releases: For the river column, the release limits are calculated
assuming that the entire drainage of all rivers is contaminated. For an actual site. only the
downstream section of the tributary that is fed by groundwater passing through the
repository is contaminated. To correct for this. a Site Adjustment Factor for the river
release mode (SAFR) is used as a multiplier to adjust the risk factors. The Reciprocal Site
Adjustment Factor (SAFt). with which the release limits are multiplied. i calculated as
follows:

n n

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

This approximation represents the sums of the products of all tributary lengths and flow

rates divided by the equivalent sums of contaminated tributaries. L" is the length of the
river segments and "F" is the volumetric flow rate of that segment. The subscripts "C" and
"U" refer to contaminated and uncontaminated segments. respectively. The release limits
in Tables 2 and 3 are then multiplied by this ratio to provide a site-specific release limit
for the river release mode.

Example 2--Well Releases: The derivation of the release limits for the well release mode
using world average parameters assumes all groundwater from the recharge area to the
locations where it enters surface waters is contaminated. For an actual site, wells up-
gradient of the repository do not produce contaminated water. In addition, during the
10,000-year regulation period. the contaminated plume may not reach the discharge
location, thus some uncontaminated water may also be withdrawn down-gradient from the
repository.
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A method for approximating the ratio of contaminated to total available water can be
determined by dating the water at the repository (Al), at the point it is xpected that the
radionuclides will reach in 10.000 years (A) and at the location where groundwater
discharges t a river (A). With these ages. the Site Adjustment Factor for the well release
mode (SAF,) may then be calculated and used as a multiplier to adjust the risk factors.
Calculation of the Reciprocal Site Adjustment Factor (RSAFW) is done by dividing the age
of the water at the river by the difference in the ages of the water at the repository and at
the farthest point of migration in 10,000 years. or:

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

However, if it is found that the contaminated plume will reach a river within 10.000 years.
the formula becomes:

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

Release limits in Tables 2 and 3 are then multiplied by one of these ratios (the RSAFs)
to provide a site-specific release limit for the well release mode.

The use of SAFs and the parameters to be considered in calculating SAFs shall be
determined by the Department.

A second new note, describing the concept of points of compliance for the multimode release
limits in the containment requirements will also need to be added to Tables 2 and 3 of the new
Appendix B. The note would read as follows:

In calculating cumulative releases over 10.000 years, the points of compliance are as
follows:

Release Mode Point of Compliance

Land Location where radioactive material is brought
directly to the land surface.

Well Any wellhead outside the controlled area from
which groundwater containing radionuclides is
withdrawn for purposes such as irrigation or
supplying drinking water.

River Location(s) of existing discharge (if groundwater
containing radionuclides to a river.

Ocean Location where a river-water or groundwater
containing radionuclides discharges to an ocean.
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The existing Note 6 from Appendix A, Table I should b rvised and used as Note 8 for Tables

2 and 3 of the new Appendix B. Two changes will b necessary.

* The third and fourth sentences should be rephrased as follows:

For each radionuclide in the mixture, determine the ratio between the cumulative release
quantity projected over 10.000 years and the limit for that radionuclide for each applicable
release mode as determined from Tables 2 or 3 and Notes I through 7.

*The last paragraph. the example, should be reworded as follows:

For example, if all release modes (L,W.R. and O referring to land, well, river, and ocean
release modes) are used in the example. if radionuclides a and b are projected to be
released in amounts Q, and Q and if the applicable release limits are RL, and RL then
the cumulative releases over 10.000 years shall be limited so that the following
relationship exists:

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

The existing Appendix B. from the 1985 standard would be renamed Appendix D. The
introductory paragraph of this Appendix discusses evaluating long-term predictions of
compliance, focusing on compliance with 191.13. Because of the other proposed changes
outlined above, this introductory paragraph should acknowledge two additional steps in 191.13
compliance. The following sentences should be inserted between sentences 2 and 3:

Quantitative evaluations for these predictions compare predicted releases with either Table
1 of Appendix A or Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix B. If the multimode release limits in
Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix B are used, the presence or absence of the four possible release
modes (land. well, river, and ocean) to be considered in the containment requirements must
be determined. The fifth release mode, for atmospheric rleases, is considered under the
individual protection requirements. Site Adjustment Factors for the well and river release
modes, to be determined by the Department, may be calculated to account for differences
between the actual site-specific availability of water and the original assumption that the
entire drainage system is available and contaminated.
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TABLE 2

Cumulative Release Limits for 10.000 years (curies per 100,000 MTHM) for
Multiple Release Modes
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TABLE 3

Cumulative Release Limits for 10,000 years (TBq per 100,000 MTHM) for
Multiple Release Modes

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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5.3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
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10 (100,000) MTHM v 10 (1,000) MTHM

The multimode release limits contained in today's version of Appendix B (Tables 2 and
3) are based upon a 10 (100.000) MTHM repository rather than a 101 (1.000) MTHM
repository. This modification reflects no quantitative change in the level of protection.
It simply presents the information in a manner more clearly related to the fundamental
criterion (1,000 deaths per 10.000 years per reference repository, whether HLW or TRU
waste), and thc individual protection dose standards which are based upon a 10 ( 100.000)
MTHM repository. For consistency and scaling efficiency. 105 (100.000) MTHM for
HLW and XX MCi for TRU will now b used as the reference repositories for the
multimode release method.

Four Column Release Limits Tables

After receiving comment that a single generic derived release limit based upon a
simultaneous release to all of the world's rivers and oceans as a radionuclide escapes the
controlled area may not be appropriate for all repositories. the Agency has reevaluated the
basis of the rule. The Agency feels that more is known now about release modes and
pathways than when the 1985 version of the standard was promulgated. Advances in the
understanding of geologic disposal systems should be incorporated into the. present
version of the rule. As a result, the Agency has retained the single generic derived
release limit table and added an option of multimode release limits consisting of four
column tables addressing land, well, river (including all fresh surface water), and ocean
release modes. A fifth release mode, for atmospheric releases, is considered in the
individual protection requirements.

The Agency feels that today's version of the multimode release limit tables applies
uniformly to all repositories and pathways while allowing all major components of a
disposal system to be included in a risk assessment. In setting the multimode release
limits for today's rule. the Agency has used the same methodology described in the
Background Information Document (BID) for the 1985 version. That is. for each
radionuclide, the maximum number of fatalities allowed by the fundamental criterion
(1000) was divided by the fatal cancers per curie for each release mode. The summed
normalized release limit for each scenario or event would include the release fractions for
each radionuclide for each release mode.

The derivations from the 1985 version of the standard have not been updated and
extended. The derivation fr the land and river release modes in the 1985 version were
basically complete. The well release mode limits consist of a minor modification to the
river release mode, and the ocean release mode limits have been completely recalculated.
For a thorough treatment on exactly how the release limits were derived, the BID should
be consulted.

Implementation of Multimode Release Limits

While both the BID and the standard address the implementation of the multimode release
limits approach, the Agency feels that it should be addressed here also. It should be
stressed that the level of protection provided to human health and the environment, for
both present and future populations, has remained thc same for today's version of the
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standard as that contained in the 1985 version. The only significant change in the
containment requirements is the optional method that the Agency is allowing the
Department to use in determining compliance with the containment requirement. The
Agency believes that in sme instances this option may mre realistically reflect the
actual processes and events that will take place between the repository and the potential
release points and therefore may more realistically reflect the potential risks posed by any
such repository.

Multimode Well Release Limits Not Applicable within the Controlled Area

The Agency feels that it is necessary to make one point particularly clear with regard to
the implementation of the multimode well release limits. That is. these release limits do
not apply within the controlled area. This view was upheld by the First Circuit Court
(Natural Resources Defense Council v. U.S.E.P.A.. 824 F.2d 1258 (lst Cir. 1987)). As
the Court stated in upholding the Agency's decision not to apply the groundwater
protection standards within the controlled area:

"... the EPA's choice to sacrifice the purity of water at repository sites as
part of the control strategy was impliedly sanctioned by Congress when.
subsequent to passage of the SDWA [Safe Drinking Water Act]. it enacted
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act."

Thus, the concept that a certain amount of area directly surrounding the repository is
devoted to the disposal of radioactive waste is clearly accepted. Application of the
multimode release limits for wells will therefore begin at the boundary of the controlled
area.

The multimode release limits method. in addition to expanding the release limits to a four
column table, also allows the Department to evaluate potential releases at the points of
release to the biosphere for each release mode rather than at the boundary of the
controlled area for all potential releases. This approach is consistent with the 1985
approach in that the Agency has modeled the effects of a release of each radionuclide via
each of the four release modes for the containment requirements and based the release
limits upon this modeling.

In setting the current multimode release limits. the Agency has assessed the impacts upon
human health and the environment once a radionuclide escapes through one of the four
release modes for the containment requirements. This modeling from the release points
to humans ensures uniformity of the biosphere for all applications of multimode release
limits in the containment requirements. In contrast, the Agency has decided in providing
multimode release limits that it would b more appropriate for the Department to assess
the movement of radionuclides from the repository to the points of release. This decision
is result of comments received and further evaluation of potential repository locations.

While the Agency believes that the use of generic models to assess the impacts of
radionuclides once they are released into the environment via one of the four release
modes is an appropriate method to regulate the release of radionuclides, it is also the
Agency's belief that the Department may most appropriately assess the movement of
radionuclides from the repository to the points of release. This belief is based upon the
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fact that the Department will be in a better position to the site-specific
attenuation factors and their impact upon the movement of radionuclides through the
lithosphere to the points of release. Attenuation factors depend on: groundwater velocity.
retardation factor, dispersivity, distance of the actual release from the repository in the
direction of groundwater flow, duration of regulation, radionuclide half life, time of
release from the repository, and rate of release. All components (if the disposal system
should be evaluated when determining compliance with the multimode release limits
unless it can be shown that their effects are negligible.

Site Adjustment Factors

In determining compliance with the multimode river and well release limits, the Agency
allows the Department to use site adjustment factors (SAFs). This is necessary because.
in deriving the release limits for the river and well release modes, the Agency assumed
the entire drainage system of all rivers (for the river release mode) and all aquifers (for
the well release mode) would be contaminated by the released radionuclides. Thus, in
order to obtain a more ralistic depiction of the potential releases from specific sites. the
Agency allows SAFs to be used when determining the release limits for actual sites.

As stated earlier, there is no need for adjustment factors in computing compliance with
the release limits for the land and ocean release modes. The Department determines the
factors t be used in determining SAFs for a specific repository. In applying the
multimode release limits to specific sites, the Department should recognize that it will be
necessary to allocate radionuclides that reach an aquifer to either the well or river release
modes. Surface (river) and groundwater (well) usages vary for different regions in the
United States. Thus, the Department will be responsible for determining the appropriate
allocations for the specific region in which the site is located.

The effect of multimode release tables on the release CCDF is to change the magnitude
of the normalized release (R) for each scenario or event relative to the single release
method in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191. The probabilities of the individual
scenarios or events that make up the CCDF are unchanged.

The Agency believes that today's rule satisfies comments received concerning the
appropriateness of using only a single generic derived release limit applied at the
boundary of the controlled area. The option of multimode release limits refines the
release limit approach used in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191, Section 191.13. The
use of multimode release limits accounts for all release modes to be considered in the
containment requirements in assessing the performance of a disposal system. The
Department is responsible for determining release modes and release locations for all
pathways for each repository. Because the Agency has computed all transport and
biological effects from the release location to humans for all four release modes, the
biosphere and effects are uniform for all applications of the containment requirements.
Multimode release limits are not site specific and can therefore be applied to future
repositories.
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5.4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION

The following material is supporting information that could be cited as reasons fr the
Suggestions in the proposed revision. It could be part of a technical support document for the
rule.

Background

The 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 11 (Reference 5-1) contained a single derived release limit
for all release modes that was based on simultaneous release to all the world's rivers and oceans.
Cumulative releases would have been evaluated at the boundary of a repository. The EPA based
the decision to use this approach on their determinations that releases to surface water through
groundwater are usually the mst important release mode for mined repositories and that the
health effects per curie released are usually the highest for this release mode (Reference 5-21.

In reexamining 40 CFR Part 191. the EPA has received substantial comment addressing release
limits based on a single release mode. Characterization f disposal sites currently under
consideration indicates that release modes for these proposed repositories are gaseous. land
surface, and withdrawal wells. Therefore, it is appropriate to add the option of multimode release
limits that, except for gaseous releases, may be used to evaluate these additional release modes
in compliance valuations for the containment requirements. Gaseous releases, although included
in this discussion for completeness. are considered in the individual protection requirements of
the regulation. The option of multimode release limits satisfies any deficiencies that may have
existed in the 1985 version by providing the ability to account for all applicable release modes
in assessing the performance of a disposal system. The use of multimode release limits applies
the standard at actual release locations (Figure 5-1 ) so risk attenuation between the boundary and
the release locations is considered in the risk assessment. In addition, the methodology for
multimode release limits allows corrections for repository locations.
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of a Radioactive Waste Disposal System Showing Possible Release
Modes and Risk Attenuation Factors Outside the Repository.

(Gaseous releases are considered in the individual protection requirements. In
some instances. human intrusion may not be considered in valuations of the land
release mode. as explained in Chapter 3.)

Description of Multimode Generic Release Limits

Tables 2 and 3 are proposed for Appendix B of 40 CFR Part to supply generic release limits that
are set at the locations of release to the biosphere for each applicable release mode. which is just
one step in the derivation prior to where they were set in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191.
The following sections describe multimode release limits, methods used in developing the four-
column table of release limits. as well as methods for combining releases from all applicable
modes into a single summed normalized release limit corrections for rpository locations and
geologic risk attenuation, and suggestions for performance assessments. These multimode release
limits contain some generalizations that may not apply to specific repositories. but the
generalizations are limited to the processes between the release locations and humans.
Multimode standards apply uniformly to all repositories and all release modes considered in the
containment requirements. All major components in the disposal system are included in risk
assessments.

EPA generic analyses from the release locations to humans ensure uniform modeling of the
biosphere for all applications (dashed lines in Figure 5-2). The four-column release table
proposed for 40 CFR Part 191 covers all applicable release modes for repositories. The
appropriate release mode is selected for each pathway, and all disposal system components arc
included in the performance assessment. This is similar to the approach used for the 1985
version of 40 CFR Part 191 and most of the derivations of risk factors were completed for that
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version of the standard (References 5-2 and 5-3). Differences are that risk factors for well
releases have been calculated, and risk factors for ocean releases have been recalculated.
Release limits are still calculated by dividing the fundamental criterion (1.000 deaths per 10,000
years per reference repository) by the risk factor for each radionuclide.

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

Multimode Release Limits in the Risk Assessment Process. (Atmospheric releases
are considered in the individual protection requirements.)

Derivation and Implementation of Multimode Release Limits

The following sections summarize the factors considered in the derivation of the four-column
tables of release limits in the present version of 40 CFR Part 191. Factors considered in analyses
for the river and land release modes are from the Background Information Document (BID) for
the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191. Factors considered in analyses for the ocean release mode
are from a recent study. Data for thr well release mode are new and are presented in this
chapter.

The derivation of the single generic table for release limits in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part
191 assumed that all the fresh water that is used comes from the world's rivers. The new
multimode release tables separate fresh water into surface water and groundwater. Surface water
comes from lakes and rivers, but these sources are combined into a river release mode to be

'This technical support document assumes that analyses will be completed using a program such as MARINRAD
(Reference 5-4) and a detailed model with a shelf compartment. Other references in this document to ocean releases
make the same assumption. If this study is completed, values obtained from the evaluation should be substituted
in Tables 5-3 through 5-6 of this Technical Support Document and in Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix B of 40 CFR Part
191.
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consistent with earlier notation. The USGS publishes estimates of water sources and uses at 5-
year intervals. Table 5-l gives the 1985 percentages of water used for irrigation. livestock, and
human drinking water that came from groundwater and surface water. Values are given for the
United States and for regions with disposal sites currently under consideration. This table (or
an updated version of it) is used to allocate water use to the well and river release modes. The
values in Table 5-1 represent the percentages of each radionuclide that reach an aquifer by any
means that would be available for well withdrawal or discharge to a river. It does not mean that
all or any of these radionuclides will reach any points of release before they decay or during the
10.000 years of regulation. The DOE selects the percentages appropriate for each repository
region.

Table 5-1. Fresh Water Sources in 1985 (Reference 5-5)
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

River Release Mode

World-average parameters were ued to compute risk factors included in the 1985 vrsion of the
standards (Reference 5-3). This approach is compatible with fundamental criteria for collective
risk and can be used with multimode derivations. The pathways to humans for the river release
mode include ingestion of drinking water, freshwater fish, food crops. milk. and beef: inhalation
of resuspended material, and external exposure to ground contamination and air submersion.
"River" includes all sources of fresh surface water. Derivations for the river mode have not been
updated with more recent data. Ocean releases, which were included in the 1985 version of the
table, have been removed from the river release mode and are now considered separately.

The derivation of the risk factors for the river release mode, using world-average parameters.
assumes that the entire drainage system of all rivers is contaminated with the released
radionuclides regardless of the repository location (Reference 5-2). Site Adjustment Factors
(SAFR) may be used to correct for actual repository locations and may be selected by the DOE.
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As an example, Figure 5-3 shows that, in reality, only the downstream section of the tributary
that is fed by groundwater passing the repository is contaminated. The ratio of the actual
available contaminated water to the total available water in the drainage system is approximated
by dividing the sum of the products of contaminated tributary lengths and flow rates by
equivalent sums of all tributaries:

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

Figure 5-3. Generic River Basin for the River Release Mode

SAF is the site adjustment factor used to correct the risk factors for the river release mode. "L"
is the length of the river segments and "F' is the volumetric flow rate of that segment. The
subscripts "C" and "U" refer to contaminated and uncontaminated segments, respectively. The
risk factors for the river release mode are adjusted by multiplying by the SAFR. If the adjustment
is applied to the release limits rather than to the risk factors. the Reciprocal Site Adjustment
Factor (RSAFk) is used as the multiplier to adjust the release limits. This definition of water
availability is compatible with the derivation in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191.

Attenuation factors (AFs) for radionuclide transport in aquifers depend on flow rates, diffusion.
dispersion, retardation, decay rates of the nuclides. the duration of regulation, and the
performance of all preceding repository components (Reference -6). Determining AFs for the
river release mode would extend the present assessments beyond the controlled area.
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Well Release Mode

Pathways for the well release mode are the same as those for the river mode except for fish
consumption. The radionuclide concentrations in groundwater used to compute risk factors for
the well mode are based on world averages, the same as the river mode, so that the standards are
consistent. The total volumetric flow rates for both modes are computed by dividing the volumes
of each part of the hydrosphere by their exchange activities. This information is available in a
UNESCO report for all the major hydrosphere divisions (Reference 5-7) and is summarized in
Table 5-2.

Table 5-2. World Hydrosphere Activities (Reference 5-7)

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

The derivation of the river risk factors in the 1985 version of 4 CR Part 191 used a volumetric
flow rate of 3 x 10' km'/yr. This flow rate is a good average of the lake and river divisions,
which comprise surface water sources. The flow rates for groundwater are a factor of 2.5 lower.
or the radionuclide concentrations in groundwater are a factor of 2.5 higher. Because the risk
factors in the EPA derivations (Reference 5-3) arc linear functions of concentration. the risk
factors for the two modes scale with concentration. The ratio of release limits for the well
release mode to those for the river mode range from 0.400 for Zr-93 to 0.803 or Cs- 137 rhis
variation is caused by fish consumption in the river mode.

The derivation of the limits for the well release mode using world average parameters assumes
all groundwater from the recharge area to the locations where it enters surface waters is
contaminated. Site Adjustment Factors (SAFW ) may be used in the same manner as for the river
release mode. As an example, Figure 5-4 shows that, in reality. wells upgradient of the
repository do not produce contaminated water. In addition. during the 10,000-year regulatory
period, the contaminated plume may not reach the discharge location, and some uncontaminated
water also would be withdrawn downgradient from the repository. The ratio of contaminated to
total available water can be approximated by dating the water at the repository (A) at the point
that the radionuclides are expected to reach in 10.000 years (A2). and at the location where
groundwater is discharged to a river (A,), as shown in Figure 5-4. The site adjustment factor
(SAFw) can then be approximated by dividing the difference in the ages f the water at the
farthest point of projected radionuclide migration in 10.000 years (A,) and at the repository (A,)
by the age of the water at the point of discharge to the river (A,):
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However, if the contaminated plume is projected to reach a river within 0,000 years. the SAF.
is approximated by the following formula:

SAF A -Al (5-3)
A3

The risk factors are multiplied by these ratios. If the corre ction is applied directly to the release
limits rather than to the risk factors, the release limits are multiplied by the Reciprocal Site
Adjustment Factor (RSAF.).

Computations of attenuation factors are similar to those for the river release mode. Over a
10.000-year period, withdrawal wells could be located anywhere in the contaminated plume
outside the controlled area. Therefore, to assume uniform withdrawal in the plume for the entire
time is reasonable. The well AFs are then based on a statistical sampling of distances to wells
instead of being based on a single distance, a the river mode AFs are.

Ocean Release Mode

Ocean risk factors in References 5-2 and 5-3 were compared with those computed with the
MARINRAD (Reference 5-4) computer program and deep ocean and shelf models for the
Subseabed Disposal Project (References 5-8 and 5-9). The comparison showed that the ocean
risk factors used to derive the release limits in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191 were up to
a factor of 100 too low (Reference 5-10). This difference was confirmed by a preliminary study
of ocean risk factors that were defined in a letter from R.D. Klett (SNL) to D. Ensminger
(TASC) concerning the "Ocean Model for Release Limit Derivation," dated October 22. 1991.
The preliminary study was conducted by TASC and explained in a letter from S. Oston (TASC)
to R. Williams (EPRI) about "Ocean Pathway Modeling," dated December 10, 1991. Note: A
thorough study of the ocean mode should be conducted with MARINRAD.
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Figure 5-4. Generic Groundwater Diagram for the Well Release Mode

No correction factors for repository location are required for the ocean mode. With the
conservative assumptions of no risk attenuation in the rivers and the return of all irrigation water
to the rivers, the same geologic AFs are used for the river and ocean release modes for each
repository.

Land Release Mode

Changing the method of computing risk factors for the land mode is not necessary, and the risk
factors have not been updated with more recent data. No corrections for repository location and
no computations of risk attenuation are required for the land release mode.

Atmospheric Release Mode

This release mode is one of the five general modes of release and is included here for
completeness. However it is proposed that releases from this mode should be considered in the
individual protection requirements. The column for atmospheric releases in the tables for
multimode release limits are retained here only for completeness.

Risk Factors

This section presents the derivation results in terms of risk factors, the premature fatal cancers
induced over 10.000 years for each curie of the various radionuclides that may be released to the
biosphere. These risk factors were used to develop the radionuclide release limits proposed for
Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix B of 40 CFR Part 191. Risk factors in cancers per TBq are shown
here in Table 5-3, and risk factors in cancers per curie are shown in Table 5-4.
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Development of Release Limits for 40 CFR Part 191

The analyses described in this chapter were used to develop radionuclide release limits or the
multimode method that correspond to the level of protection chosen for the containment
requirements of the final rule (Section 191.13). The 1985 BID describes the procedure used to
determine release limits from the risk factors. The maximum number of fatalities allowed by the
fundamental criterion were divided by the fatal cancers per curie for each release mode and each
radionuclide. The release limits in S units are shown here in Table 5-5. and the release limits
in curies and associated units are shown in Table 5-6.

Summed Normalized Releases

Note 8 for Tables 2 and 3 proposed for Appendix B of 40 CFR Part 191 indicates how release.
limits are used in determining compliance with the containment requirements (Section 191.13).
In most instances a mixture of radionuclides is projected to be released to the biosphere. The
summed normalized release limit for each scenario or event includes the release fractions for each
nuclide for each release mode:
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

Q is the computed 10year release of a radionuclide for each release mode at the release location,
and RL is the release limit for that nuclide and release mode. The subscripts L, W. R. and 0
refer to the land, well, river, and ocean release modes. respectively. and the subscripts a. b. . .

n refer to the individual radionuclides listed in the tables. The effect of multimode release
tables on the release CCDF is to change the magnitude of the normalized release (R) for each
scenario or event relative to the single release method in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191.
as illustrated in Figure 5-5. The probabilities of the individual scenarios or events that make up
the CCDF are unchanged.
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Table 5-3. Fatal Cancers per TBq Released to the Biosphere over
Multiple Release Modes

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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Table 5-4. Fatal Cancers per Curie Released to the Biosphere
Over 10.000 years for Multiple Release Modes

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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Table 5-5. Cumulative Release Limits for 10,000 years
for Multiple Release Modes

(This table should be used only with RSAFs)
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Table 5-6. Cumulative Release Limits for 10.000 years (curies per 100,000 MTHM) for
Multiple Release Modes

(This table should be used only with RSAFs)
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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Figure 5-5. Effects of Multimode Release Limits on the Release CCDF

Performance Assessments with Multimode Release Limits

Figure 5-2 illustrates the function of performance assessments (PA) using multimode release
limits. Some releases from disruptive geologic events (e.g. volcanos) would be through the upper
surface of the controlled volume as shown in Figure 5-1. For these pathways, the PA segment
of the risk assessment evaluates releases against land release limits.

For radionuclide transport through an aquifer, the groundwater that is not withdrawn by wells
would eventually reach rivers, lakes, and oceans. Computations of releases to wells, rivers, and
oceans may require additional attenuation factor analyses (Reference 5-6) by PA, and some site
characterization past the controlled volume may be required. Site characterization and analyses
only have to extend far enough to show compliance. The remainder of the disposal system could
be considered an additional, but unquantified. margin of safety. Because the standards do not
specify average fractions of fresh water usage obtained from ground and surface water, regional
values are defined by the DOE and incorporated into assessments. The river and well release
limits are adjusted by PA to account for the location of each repository relative to the recharge
location and closest river or ocean.
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Summary
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COLLECTIVE DOSE



CHAPTER 6

COLLECTIVE DOSE

6.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In some instances the release limits of Table 1 in 40 CFR Part 191 may result in an inappropriate
or overly conservative evaluation of repository sites because they do not adquately account for
significant features of a site. Release limits are derived standards used only to facilitate
regulation. A higher level criterion of dose limits could be used without jeopardizing safety. A
dose option similar to that provided in the Draft Federal Register Notice of 40 CFR Part 191
(2/3/92) would allow the Department to show compliance with collective dose limits that are
equivalent to the fundamental criterion, i.e., equivalent to 1,000 health effects over 10,000 years
per 100,000 metric tns of heavy metal.
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6.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

Incorporation of the collective dose option requires only minor wording changes to language
developed in EPA's Draft Federal Register Notice (2/3/92). Issues to be considered in using this
option are discussed in Chapter 2. Gaseous releases arc considered in the individual protection
requirements, as discussed in Chapter 9. Human intrusion is discussed in Chapter 3. A standard
biosphere, as described in the "Future States" section to be added to Appendix D (Guidance for
Implementation of Subpart B). should be specified.

The following material suggests a way that the standard might be rewritten to incorporate the
collective dose option. Most of the text for subsection (b) is taken from the Draft Federal
Register Notice (2/3/92) but is provided here for clarity. Section 191.13 would be rewritten as
follows:

191.13 Containment Requirements

The Department may invoke either subsection (a) or (b) of this section.

(a) Disposal systems for spent fuel ....

(b) Disposal systems for radioactive waste shall be designed to provide a reasonable
expectation. based upon performance assessments, that the collective (population) effective
dose, calculated using the weighting factors in Appendix C. caused by releases of
radionuclides to the accessible environment for 10.000 ears after disposal from all
significant processes and events that may affect the disposal system shall:

(1) Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding 2.5 million prson-rem
(25,000 person-sieverts); and

(2) Have a likelihood f less than one chance in 1.000 of exceeding 25 million person-
rem (250.000 person-sieverts).

Dose limits are based upon an HLW/SF repository of 10 MTHM and XX MCi fro a TRU
repository.

Appendix C should contain the information that was in Appendix B of the Draft Federal Register
Notice (2/3/92). However, the information in that Appendix has yet to be fully accepted in the
United States. Consideration should be given to returning to the information contained in
Appendix A of Working Draft 3 (4/25/91) until acceptance of the ICRP 60 methods used in the
Draft Federal Register Notice (2/3/92) has been achieved.

Appendix D would contain the information found in Appendix B of the 1985 version of the
standard. The following wording should be added to Appendix D, Guidance for Implementation
of Subpart B.:

Future States. Uncertainties involving things that arc unknowable about the future can only
be dealt with by making assumptions and recognizing that these may. or may not,
correspond to a future reality. The Agency believes that speculation concerning future
conditions should not be the focus of the compliance determination process. Therefore it
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6.3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

The following information explains the basis for incorporating a collective dose option in the
rule. This material could be used by the EPA as supplementary information for the Proposed
rule.

The fundamental criterion. which is the basis for the containment requirements in 40 CFR
Part 191, is that in disposing (if radioactive waste there must be a reasonable expectation
that releases from a reference repository will cause no more than 1,000 premature cancer
deaths over the entire 1.000-year regulatory period. This criterion was based upon the
premise that the overall risks to future generations be comparable to the risks that those
generations would have faced from the uranium ore used to create the wastes. The Agency
intends that the fundamental criterion shall e met in either of two ways: (1) through the
use of derived release limits or (2) through the ue of a collective dose standard.

The Agency has provided a collective dose alternative in the present version of the standard
as a result of comments received. Some commenters have expressed the view that. in some
instances, the use of a dose standard may be more appropriate than the use of generic
derived release limits. According to the commenters, generic release limits do nt fully
account for site-specific attenuation factors that indicate variability in the lithosphere and
biosphere surrounding repositories. It is the Agency's belief that derived release limits.
either single generic or multimode. are appropriate for application to repositories. However.
the Agency does realize that there may exist instances where comparisons to a dose
standard more clearly reflects the performance of a repository. In applying the dose
alternative, the Department would assess the movement of radionuclides from the repository
to contact with humans. Whereas. when applying the release limits the Department assesses
the movement of radionuclides from the repository to the accessible environment (for Table
1 in Appendix A) or to a point (if compliance or the biosphere (for Tables 2 and 3 in
Appendix B. with the Agency generically assessing the impacts beyond this point.

The performance of dose-based risk assessments may require extensive site characterization
for repositories that may not have attenuation processes adequately represented by
comparison with release limits. To reduce somewhat the scope of such site
characterizations. the Agency has added a section in Appendix D of this rule that provides
guidance concerning projections of occurrences in the future.

It would be appropriate to apply the dose standards only to specific events or processes or
which comparisons to the release limits do not adequately reflect repository performance.
Predicted dose for each analyzed event may be normalized relative to the dose limits set
by the Agency in the same manner as predicted releases. The dose fraction then replaces
the summed release fraction for that event in the CCDF. The probability remains the same,
so the only effect is to change the consequence level for that event in the CCDF.

A preliminary performance evaluation may be needed to elect the most appropriate
standard for a particular repository. Repository evaluations using release limits are less
expensive and can be completed in less time because they require less site characterization
and a less complex performance assessment. However, the approximate release limits may
not adequately represent the attenuating processes of some repositories, and the less
approximate dose standards may be used.
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The Agency believes that the collective dose alternative and the release limits alternative
are both viable means of providing protection to human health and the environment. In
fact, the fundamental criterion, which is expressed in terms of health effects per unit waste
over time, remains the same regardless of which alternative is used. The containment
requirements are simply a method of showing compliance with the fundamental criterion.
Providing both release limits and dose limits does not mean that proposed repositories are
expected to comply with both standards. An unsafe repository could not comply with either
dose or release limits. so evaluating compliance against both standards is neither expected
nor required.

Thus, the Agency is providing the Department with the option f using the alternative it
determines is the most appropriate for a given site. The key in determining the
appropriateness of one alternative over the other should be based upon the ability of the
particular alternative to reflect more clearly the capability of a disposal system to meet the
fundamental criterion.
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6.4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION

The following material is supporting information that could be cited as justification for the
proposed revision. It could be part of a technical support document for the rule.

The 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191 (Reference 6-1) contained derived release limits as the
standard for evaluating protection of future populations for at least 10,000 years from disposal
of radioactive wastes. These release limits, which were derived from a dose standard. used
predictive assumptions. generalizations. and simplifications in order to provide a generic standard.
The EPA believes that. in most instances, exceptionally good protection can be achieved with
release limits. However. in reexamining 40 CFR Part 191. the EPA has received substantial
comment addressing the use of derived release limits. One aspect that has been commented on
in depth is that, for some repositories, the conservative approximate release limits may not
adequately account for attenuating processes and that evaluation against a dose standard. which
would be more comprehensive may be required. Dose limits provid a more precise measure
of actual risk but may require more extensive site characterizations and performance assessments.
In order to allow for possible circumstances that may require a more comprehensive analysis. the
Agency has provided dose limits as an alternative to using the release limits in the present rule.
Performance assessments now have the option of constructing the CCDF by using all normalized
releases, all normalized doses, or a combination of the two. Providing both release limits and
dose limits does not mean that proposed repositories are expected to comply with both standards.
An unsafe repository could not comply with either dose or release limits, so evaluating
compliance against both standards is neither expected nor required.

Description of the Dose Limit Alternative

The information used to develop the dose limit was used in the development f release limits.
The implementation of dose and release limits have many similarities.

The dose limits are based on the fundamental criterion of 1,000 premature deaths during the
10,000 year regulatory period for the reference repository. The premature cancer deaths in the
fundamental criterion were converted to allowable effective doses using a conversion actor
supplied by the ICRP (Reference 6-2) to produce the dose limits. This procedure is explained
in the next section.

Consequences using dose limits are normalized for an event or process similar to the way they
are normalized using release limits. The normalized dose consequence is the computed dose.
divided by the dose limit. Performance assessments using dose limit standards produce the same
type of normalized CCDF that is nroduced using release limits. Therefore, consequence CCDFs
based on the dose standard and release limits are regulated by the same containment
requirements. The probabilities of events or processes in the CCDF are the same with either
limit. Only the values of individual normalized consequences (R for summed normalized release
and D for normalized dose) are different, as illustrated in Figure 6-1. The CCDF may be
constructed using all normalized releases. all normalized doses, or a combination of the two. The
latter option is particularly advantageous for repositories that are expensive to characterize and
analyze and have only a few events or processes that cannot be represented properly by generic
release limits.
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Figure 6-1. CCDF Made Up of Normalized Doses or Normalizd Releases

Dose Criteria and Standard Biosphere

The consequences of radiation exposure that were used to develop the dose standard in the Draft
Federal Register Notice of 40 CFR Part 191 (2/3/92) (Reference 6-3) are the same as the latest
ICRP recommendations (Reference 6-2), which have not yet been accepted in the United States.
The nominal probability coefficient for stochastic effects used to set the effective dose limits is
0.04 premature cancer deaths per Sv. Applying this coefficient to the fundamental criterion of
1.000 premature deaths in 10,000 years for the reference HLW repository containing (100.000
MTHM gives an effective dose limit of 25,000 person-sieverts per 100,000 MTHM (0.25 person-
sieverts/MTHM). For the reference TRU repository containing XX MCi. the effective dose limit
is 25,000 person-sieverts per 20 MCi of radioactive waste (0.00125 pcrson-sieverts/Ci).

Two basic procedures can be used to compute collective effective doses. The procedures in
Appendix B of the Draft Federal Register Notice of 40 CFR Part 191 (2/3/92) (Reference 6-3)
for computing the effective dose are identical to those in Annex A of ICRP 60 (Reference 6-2).
The effective dose (E) is the sum of weighted absorbed doses from all radiation types and
energies. in all tissues and organs of the body. It is given by the expression:

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

where DT is the mean absorbed dose to organ T delivered by radiation R. The radiation is that
incident on the body or emitted by a source within the body. Values for the radiation weighting
factors (R) are given in Table 6-1. and values of the tissue weighing factors (WT) are given in
Table 6-2.
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Table 6-1. Radiation Weighting Factors.
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Table 6-2. Tissue Weighting Factors,
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The values have been developed from a reference population of equal numbers of both sexes and a wide
range of ages. In the definition of effective dose, they apply to individuals and populations and to both sexes.

2 For purposes of calculation, the remainder is comprised of the following additional issues and organs:
adrenals, brain, upper large intestine, small intestine, kidney, muscle, pancreas, spleen. thymus, and uterus.
The list includes organs which are likely to be selectively irradiated. Some organs in the list are known to be
susceptible to cancer induction. If other tissues and organs subsequently become identified as having a
significant risk of induced cancer, they will be included either with a specific or in this additional list
constituting the remainder. The latter may also include other tissues or organs selectively irradiated.
I in those exceptional cases in which a single one of the remainder tissues or organs receives an equivalent
dose in excess of the highest dose in any of the twelve organs for which a weighting factor is specified. a
weighting factor of 0.025 should be applied to that issue or organ and a weighting factor of 0.0225 to the
average dose in the rest of the remainder as defined above.

An additional method for calculating doses is provided here because it was considered as an
alternative to the approach in Appendix C of the proposed final rule. The NEA used a
modification of the ICRP procedures in the dose analyses for the Subseabed Disposal Program
(Reference 6-4). The average effective dose per unit intake of activity for the ingestion and
inhalation pathways was computed for each radionuclide. Similar dose conversion factors were
computed for external exposure. Tables 6-3 and 6-4 list the dose conversion factors for both
systems of units. These tables simplify the dose calculations and assure uniform application.
The values used in the averaging of tissue and organ exposure are reasonable approximations
considering the accuracy of the dose model and the weighing factors. Tables 6-3 and 6-4 were
computed using 1975 to 1985 models and data.

In defining the standard biosphere, demography, and human characteristics, uncertainties
involving things that are unknowable about the future can only be dealt with by making
assumptions and recognizing that these may, or may not, correspond to a future reality.
Speculation concerning future conditions should not be the focus of the compliance determination
process. Therefore, it is appropriate for assessments to contain the assumption that many
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Table 6-3. Dose Equivalent Factors for Humans (Curies and Related Units)
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Table 6-4. Dose Equivalent Factors for Humans (TBq and Related Units)
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conditions remain the same as today's. Conditions included in this category are population
distributions (i.e., current population distributions should be assumed), level of knowledge and
technical capability, human physiology and nutritional needs, the state of medical knowledge.
societal structure and behavior. patterns of water ue, and pathways through the accessible
environment. However, including in this category the geologic, hydrologic. and climatic
conditions whose future states may be estimated by examining the geologic record would not be
appropriate. Although assuming that national or world populations will remain unchanged is not
appropriate, assuming future world populations that cannot reasonably be sustained by current
abilities to produce, distribute, and consume food would likewise be inappropriate. For this
reason, future world populations in excess of 10 billion people need not be assumed in
evaluations for the containment requirements.

Changes covering varying climatic. geologic, and hydrologic conditions may be assessed with
sensitivity studies and stochastic analyses.

Performance Assessment

Dose based risk assessments, for repositories that may not have attenuation processes adequately
represented by comparison with release limits, could result in extensive site characterization and
analyses. If release limits are inappropriate for evaluation of only a few events or processes that
are responsible for the significant releases, these events or processes may be analyzed using dose
criteria. The predicted doses for each event are normalized relative to the dose limits set by the
EPA in the same manner as predicted releases. The dose fraction then replaces the summed
release fraction for that event in the CCDF. The probability remains the same, so the only effect
is to change the consequence level for that event in the CCDF.

Summary and Conclusions

It is appropriate to add a collective dose option to 40 CFR Part 191. In addition, a method for
selectively substituting dose limits for events or processes that cannot be represented accurately
with generic derived release limits is also an appropriate alternative. Substitution of higher level
standards in an assessment is always justified. Dose analyses are possible on only selected events
and processes, and doses can be normalized to the EPA supplied dose limits. These normalized
doses would replace the corresponding normalized releases in the CCDF.
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CHAPTER 7

TRU WASTE EQUIVALENCE UNIT

7.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The use of values in the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191 that equate TRU waste with HLW and
spent nuclear fuel is not technically sound because military TRU waste is not associated with
commercial reactor fuel, does not have a unit comparable to a MTHM of fuel, and does not have
a comparable risk/benefit relationship. None of the quasi-equivalent units equate the risks of a
TRU repository to those of a HLW repository. One option is to develop a fundamental criteria
for TRU waste based on acceptable risk to the populace.
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7.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

[This ection of this chapter will be supplied at a later date. The technical analysis is not

complete at this time.]
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7.3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

[This section of this chapter will be supplied at a later date. The technical analysis is not
complete at this time.)
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7.4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION

[This section of this chapter will be supplied at a later date. The technical analysis is not

complete at this time.]
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CHAPTER 8

UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION

8.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
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8.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

The time period for assessments of individual and groundwater protection should be retained at
1,000 years after disposal (as in sections 191.15 and 191.16 of the 1985 standard), rather than
10,000 years (as proposed in sections 191.14 and 191.23 of the Draft Federal Register Notice of
40 CFR Part 191 (2/3/92).

In addition, the new standard should not include requirements for projection of potential releases
or doses out to 100,000 years after disposal, as proposed in subsections 191.12(c) and 191.14(b)
of the Draft Federal Register Notice of 40 CFR Part 191 (213/92).
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8.3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

The following material provides an explanation of why the rule could be revised as suggested
in the preceding pages. This material could be used by the EPA as supplementary information
to accompany the proposed rule.

The containment requirements in 40 CFR Part 191 limit cumulative releases to the
accessible environment for 10.000 years after disposal. These requirements were based on
a world-wide population risk criterion. The Science Advisory Board (SAB) Subcommittee
recommendation at the time the 1985 standard was being promulgated (50 FR 38073.
September 19. 1985). included the following statements: "We support the use of a
population risk criteria. We believe it is impractical to provide absolute protection to every
individual for all postulated events or for very long periods. On the other hand, in ur view
it is important that, for the first several hundred years, residents of the region immediately
outside the accessible environment have very great assurance that they will suffer no or
negligible, ill effects from the repository." Therefore, the Agency felt that this additional
assurance (for individual protection requirements) was needed to provide protection for the
individual since the primary containment standard was for cumulative releases over 10,000
years, with no limits placed on the rate of such releases.

The individual protection requirements in the final rule issued in 1985 limited annual
exposures to individuals from a disposal system during the first 1.000 years after disposal.
The Agency examined the effects of different time periods and selected 1,000 years fr the
individual protection requirement because the Agency's assessments indicated that 1,000
years was long enough to ensure that good engineered barriers would be used.

Demonstrating compliance with individual exposure limits over time frames much longer
than 1.000 years appeared to be difficult because of the uncertainties involved. The
performance assessments that must be conducted to demonstrate compliance with regulatory
requirements include evaluation of parameters and processes that are uncertain. Regardless
of how extensive a site characterization program is, these uncertainties will be present. In
addition o the initial uncertainty inherent in these parameters and processes, the uncertainty
also increases with time. The extent to which these uncertainties change depends, in part,
on the extent to which projected site conditions are expected to change. All these
uncertainties result in uncertainties in calculation of the performance measures.
Demonstrating compliance, therefore, requires an understanding of all the uncertainties.
including those inherent in the estimates of future site conditions.

If the present hydrologic conditions at a waste disposal site are expected to persist over
time, the uncertainties in calculation of individual dose arise primarily from uncertainties
in the description of hydrologic parameters, geochemical parameters, and radionuclide
release rates from the repository (canister failure times and leach rates). The uncertainties
in calculation of the individual dose rates will increase with time for time periods
significantly longer than the radionuclide travel times. These uncertainties will increase
significantly over the time period of 1,000 to 10,000 years.

If the present hydrologic conditions at the site are expected to change over time, additional
uncertainties are introduced. For example, a change in climate, and thus in infiltration,
could affect the hydrologic system at the disposal site. In addition to changing the
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parameters discussed in the paragraph above it could change the hydrologic boundary
conditions affecting both the radionuclide release rates from the repository (through changed
leach rate) and groundwater flow rates. Since uncertainties in the climate change are larger
over longer time periods, the uncertainties would further increase over the time period of
1 .000 to 10,000 years.

The Agency believes that a 1 .000-year time period is more than adequate to protect
individuals from the potential risks associated with geologic disposal. he containment and
individual protection requirements are complementary to each other and are not inconsistent
with each other. They apply to different site conditions (undisturbed vrsus disturbed
performance). Therefore, there is no need for them to cover similar time periods. The
containment requirements in Section 191.13, which cover releases over 10,000 years after
disposal, are the primary standard for waste isolation. This standard covers all significant
processes and events that may affect the disposal system, thus ensuring that the site has
natural characteristics that will adequately protect the environment. The standard allows
for inclusion of uncertainties in the behavior of the disposal system over l0,000 years in
demonstrating compliance with the containment requirement. The individual protection
requirement is different. Because it governs only the undisturbed performance of the
disposal system. it is a deterministic standard and does not explicitly account for
uncertainties. Therefore, compliance demonstration for the individual protection
requirement becomes more difficult when such uncertainties have to be considered.

Consequently. because of these reasons, the Agency has decided to retain the 1,000-year
time period for individual protection.

The groundwater protection requirements contained in Section 191.16 of this proposed rule.
are similar to the individual protection requirements. Their primary purpose is to ensure
that engineered barriers perform in such a way s to prevent significant degradation of the
groundwater in the vicinity of the disposal facility, and thereby protect the individuals in
the area. These requirements only apply to the undisturbed performance of the disposal
system and are deterministic in nature, just like the individual protection requirements.

Consequently. the Agency has decided to also retain the 1,000-year time period for
groundwater protection.

As discussed above, the regulations being proposed by the Agency for individual and
groundwater protection cover a time period of 1.000 years after disposal. The containment
requirements cover a time period of 10,000 years. Questions have been raised regarding
the extent to which periods past 10,000 years should be evaluated. As indicated in the
supplementary information accompanying the 1985 standard, the Agency believed that
10,000 years was an adequate time period for demonstration of compliance with the
containment requirements. and 1 000 years for individual and groundwater protection.
Nevertheless. in promulgating the new standard after the court remand in 1987, the Agency
asked for comments on whether l00,000-year assessments are likely to provide useful
information in selecting preferred disposal sites. Comments received rom various groups.
including the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. the Advisory Committee (in Nuclear Waste,
and the Department of Energy. indicate that such assessments would not be meaningful as
a measure of disposal system performance.



The discussions in the paragraphs above were limited to change in performance of the
disposal system for undisturbed conditions over the time period of 1,000 to l0,000 years.
If the time period for dose or release projections is increased to 100,000 years. then the
uncertainties may become so large as to render the calculations not very meaningful. If
disturbances were included, then the uncertainties in calculation of the performance
measures would increase urther. depending on the uncertainties in the disturbed conditions.
This is recognized in the containment requirements by requiring probabilistic treatment.
Estimating the effects of disturbances to 100,000 years requires the inclusion of relatively
low-probability geologic events in the modeling of repository behavior. Hydrologic and
geochemical properties of the site may change significantly s well. Merely extrapolating
the present conditions is not a defensible way to extend performance assessment
calculations over long periods of time.

The Agency continues to believe that a disposal system capable of meeting the containment
requirements for 10,000 years would continue to protect people and the environment well
beyond 10,000 years and, therefore, assessments for time periods past 10,000 years should
not be required. This is supported by the views of other groups. When the 1985 standard
was being promulgated, the SAB Subcommittee reviewed and supported the technical
arguments for limiting the containment requirements to a 10,000-year period. In addition.
NRC requirements in 10 CFR Part 60 already contain siting criteria and performance
objectives that reduce the potential for significant release after the 10,000-year period has
elapsed.

Consequently, the Agency has decided to not require projections of releases or doses out
to 100,000 years after disposal.
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8.4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION

Technical analyses in support of the discussion on propagation of uncertainty over time are
continuing and are expected to be completed by August 1992. A system-level performance
assessment model, which permits calculation of uncertainty propagation through the system. is
being used. Time-variant parameter distributions will permit calculation of uncertainly
propagation with time. This work will attempt to quantify uncertainty propagation for generic
site conditions from 1,000 to 10,000 years for undisturbed conditions to investigate the impact
of changing the individual and groundwater protection requirements over this time period. In
addition to the undisturbed conditions, effects of all significant events and processes will also be

evaluated to determine uncertainty propagation for time periods to 100,000 years.
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CHAPTER 9

CARBON-14

9.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of 40 CFR Part 191 i to protect public health and safety. The 1985 rule was
developed on the basis of the assumption that the repository would be located in a geologic
formation that lies below the water table. It was therefore assumed that the principal mechanism
of pollutant migration would be via dissolution of radionuclides in groundwater and transport by
aqueous means.

We now find the nation examining the suitability of unsaturated sites. specifically Yucca
Mountain, a site that is located above the water table. At this site, and other unsaturated sites.
it is appropriate to examine gaseous release and transport of pollutants in order to determine site
adequacy. When the provisions of the 1985 standard are applied to Yucca Mountain. specifically
the limits for Carbon- . we can release in 10,000 years no more than 7,000 curies of Carbon-14
in the form of carbon dioxide. Meanwhile, calculations indicate that the repository may release
about 8.000 curies of Carbon-14 dioxide, an amount that exceeds the standard by 10 to 20
percent.

For the first 1,000 to 2,000 years after the repository is closed, it is expected that the host rock
will contain the Carbon-l4 dioxide. For containment for longer periods of time. we must rely
on a durable waste package. one utilizing a multiple-layer design. Such an approach could be
very costly. Estimates indicate the cost would increase by $3.2 billion.

The basis of the 1985 standard was that, in a site below the water table. the limit for Carbon-14
was technically achievable. It was not a standard based on a release level that would prevent a
danger to public health. If we examine the danger to public health of the release of 8,000 curies
of Carbon-14 dioxide during an 8.000-year period, this release would not pose a significant threat
to public health. Industry and natural sources release many times this amount of Carbon-14
dioxide each year. The question therefore becomes: is it appropriate to spend an additional 3
billion on waste packages when this will not provide an improvement in public health?

A situation exists in which the 1985 rule has an unintended result. It appears that a potential
repository at Yucca Mountain can release its inventory of Carbon- 14 dioxide without endangering
public health, yet it appears the site may not be able to satisfy a standard that has a its ultimate
purpose the protection of public health. Thus, an alternative approach is needed. The EPA
should regulate Carbon-14 dioxide under a more equitable standard, similar to those in the clean
air rgulations. or not regulate it at all.
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9.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

The following material suggests an alternative method of regulating gaseous releases from the
repository. The containment requirements. expressed as curies/1,000 MTHM, would apply only
to solid and liquid releases to the land, a well, a river, and the ocean (see Chapter 5). The
individual protection requirements, expressed as millirems/year, would continue to apply to all
releases through all pathways. However, exposures from radioactive gases cannot exceed 10
millirems/year.

The following is a possible rvision of subsection 191.13(a) of the 1985 standard:

191.13 Containment requirements.

(a) Disposal systems for spent nuclear fuel or high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes
shall be designed to provide a reasonable expectation, based upon performance assessments.
that the cumulative releases of solid and liquid radionuclides to the accessible environment
for 10,000 years after disposal from all significant processes and events that may affect the
disposal system shall:

(1) Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding the quantities calculated
according to Table 1 (Appendix A); and

(2) Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1,000 of exceeding ten times the quantities
calculated according to Table 1 (Appendix A).

The following is a possible revision of Section 191.15 of the 1985 standard:

191.15 Individual protection requirements.

(a) Disposal systems for radioactive wastes shall be designed to provide a reasonable
expectation that, for 1,000 years after disposal. undisturbed performance of the disposal
system shall not cause the annual committed effective dose received through all potential
pathways from the disposal system to any member of the public in the accessible
environment to exceed 25 millirems (250 microsevents). The annual committed effective
dose for gases released through the atmospheric pathway shall not exceed 10 millirems.
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9.3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
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9.4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION

The following material is supporting information that could be cited in support of the above
revisions. It could b part of a technical support document for the rule.

Many tchnical analyses and valuations regarding Carbon-14 have been done by the DOE, its
contractors, national laboratories, and others. These have included analyses of the source term,
transport mechanisms, health effects, uncertainties, as well as evaluation of the regulatory
implications concerning releases of Carbon-14. Appendix A of this document contains a paper
written by Dr. U-Sun Park, of Science Applications International Corporation. that discusses these
various aspects. This paper was prepared in support of the workshop on 40 CFR Part 191
sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in February 1992. Much of the
information presented in this chapter was based on that paper.

In addition to the technical analyses and evaluations discussed above, evaluations have also been
done to determine the relative costs associated with containment of Carbon-14 dioxide. The
following information provides this cost perspective.

Containment of Carbon-14 dioxide, or any other radioactive gas. requires a multi-barrier waste
package concept with, at least. one of the barriers utilizin, a material that has very low corrosion
characteristics. The Department of Energy (DOE) is currently considering robust waste packages
to increase design margins. but DOE is not specifically addressing Carbon- 14 containment. This
evaluation attempts to quantify the additional costs of developing and manufacturing such a
containment without a determination of its technical feasibility, which can come only after
considerable research and development.

Using a statistical model to calculate the cumulative failure distribution for high-level radioactive
waste containers, Bullet (Reference 9-1) shows that multiple-barrier systems have potential to
delay the failure of waste packages depending on the choice of each barrier material. A
multi-barrier approach was assumed for the Carbon-14 containment cost evaluation. with one
barrier utilizing a ceramic material known to have very low corrosion rates. Other barriers would
be similar to the reference design described in the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) allowing the
cost evaluation to focus on added costs to contain Carbon-14 within a ceramic barrier.

The selection of ceramics infers a requirement for considerable research and development (R&D)
to develop the data, processes. and equipment necessary to produce this material and predict its
performance. The consensus of the Engineered Barrier System Concepts Workshop (Reference
9-2) regarding use of ceramics was that their feasibility was undetermined because of the current
lack of appropriate data on these materials. An R&D program for ceramics costing $10-15
million per year out to license application in the year 2001, totaling $80-100 million, is necessary
to generate the performance data and develop the manufacturing processes (see Table 9-1).
These costs would be in addition to the currently estimated costs of developing the reference
waste package. Currently, no facility in the U.S. can fabricate a ceramic large enough to hold
the spent fuel. Moreover, the DOE would have to build a facility to remotely encapsulate the
spent fuel within the ceramic.
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Table 9-1. Ceramic Research and Development Costs
Leading to License Application, S1,000
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For this cost evaluation, it was assumed that the Carbon-14 package would contain the same
amount of waste as the reference design, so that direct comparisons can he made. This design
contains three PWR and four BWR spent-fuel assemblies. Approximately 25.000 waste packages
would be required to accommodate the first repository inventory. Larger concepts are currently
being evaluated that culd reduce the number of packages. but this effort has not proceeded far
enough to provide a basis for comparison.

The Carbon- 14 package. defined for this evaluation. is based on an external metallic barrier and
an inner second barrier of alumina or titania ceramic to contain Carbon-14. Inside the cramic.
a steel handling canister would hold the spent fuel. Alloy 825 is assumed for the outer container
because cost data are available for it (Reference 9-3). The diameter of this external container
must be increased over the reference design to accommodate the ceramic barrier. The ceramic
barrier would be approximately 3 inches thick, and the steel canister would be 0.39 inch thick.

Cost estimates for the ceramic barrier in the size needed are not readily available, because these
sizes are larger than what is currently manufactured. However. it is the opinion of ceramic
researchers and manufacturers that a ceramic container of he size needed would have costs
comparable to the corrosion-resistant high-nickel alloy container being considered for the metallic
barrier. The cost of 25.000 ceramic packages plus R&D totals $5.4 billion. The cost of 25.000
reference packages plus R&D totals $2.2 billion. The difference. $3.2 billion, constitutes the cost
of containing Carbon-14 dioxide (see Table 9-2).
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Table 9-2. Carbon-14 Containment Costs.
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SUMMARY

The release of gaseous carton-1 4 (C-14) dioxide from a potential Yucca
Mountain repository to the accessible environment, with the current design of
waste packages, could exceed the release limits set by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) . The
amount released depends on he sources of C-14, mechanisms to free C-14 from
the sources, a transport mechanisms to the accessible environment, each of
which is in turn affected by many parameters in the natural geologic
environment. This paper examines the current information on the amount, the
sources, and the transport of carbon-14. From this information, the paper
assembles a coherent conceptual model for C-14 release and transport. It is
shown that the uncertainties in our knowledge and data are so large that we
must conclude there is a significantly high probability exceeding th the
NRC and EPA release limits, and consequently violating both NRC and EPA
regulations. The uncertainties are in both the source term (engineered) and
transport (natural), of which the former may be more dominant. The source
term, however, is aso so strongly influenced by the natural system, primarily
the hydrology of the site, that even after site characterization the residual
uncertainties may still be unacceptably high. This may force the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) tc look for an expensive solution to the source
term (costing billions of dollars and years of delay)

Analyses done by the DOE contractors and others have been reviewed, including
the regulatory implications of the preliminary results. It has already been
demonstrated that the additional expenditures that would be required to
contain C-14 would not measurably benefit the public health and safety.
Several regulatory alternatives have been discussed. The gaseous release f
radionuclides could be regulated by the Clean Air Act (CAA) requirements,
either through EPA's National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) or by a rulemaking in consultation with the NRC. It is recommended
that the currently existing NESHAP Subpart I be used, which exempts the
facilities regulated by 40 CFR Part 191.

In terms of the aseous emission standard, there are several options
available whose pros and cons are discussed in detail. Among them, the
following option seems to be most reasonable in terms of providing a technical
basis for the numerical criteria and regulatory consistency with the CAA
requirements.

"The gaseous release of radionuclides shall not exceed the amounts
that would cause any member of the public to receive an effective
dose equivalent of 5 mrem/yr, except that any combined releases
that would cause an effective dose equivalent of 0.1 mrem/yr or
less need not be regulated."

Although the implementation was considered in recommending the alternatives,
other political considerations may have to be factored into the final
formulation of the emission standard applicable to the aseous releases.
There is no one solution that will solve all the problems and satisfy all the
parties involved. in addition, the problem is a global one and may require a
global solution.
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environment (transport), and what it will do to the individual in the
population (radiological exposure). These questions are examined
individually with cur current knowledge and understanding, based on actual
measurements or analyses with ranges of assumptions where these are available
or cn pure speculation where they are not. An effort was made to identify
the sources of information so one can trace the original source of
information and make a reasonable guess on the associated uncertainties.

A. Inventory

Carbon-14 is roduced as a activation product during reactor operation by
neutron reactions with nitrogen-14 (-14) impurities in the fuel, cladding,
hardware and coolant, and with oygen-17 (0-17) in the oxide fuel and
coolant. Production of C-14 by ternary fission can be safely ignored
(Ref. 8). The amount produced is directly proportional to the neutron flux
and the duration of irradiation time provided the latter is much shorter than
one-tenth of the half-life of activated product, which is the case for C-.4.
In other words, the amount of C-14 in the spent fuel depends on the amount of
power generated from the fuel. For this reason, most literature values of
C-14 production in the reactor are expressed in terms of curies per
gigawatt-year of electricity produced. Since not all fuel elements are
exposed to the same level of neutron flux and nitrogen impurity content
varies, the amount of C-14 in each fuel eement can vary substantially.
Calculations based on average burnup and expected level of nitrogen
impurities and 0-17, therefore, can provide as reasonable an estimate of the
total C-14 inventory in the spent fuel as those based on the few available
laboratory measurements of samples.

The most comprehensive calculations for U.S. fuel were done by Davis at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (NL) (Ref. 9, and have subsequently been uated
by others (Ref. 10, 1). The values in the studies have been used as a base
in the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Plan (SCP) and other regulatory
analyses (Ref. 6), shown in Table .
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The estimated C-14 content in the U02 fuel matrix agrees with actual
measurements made by the Materials Characterization Center at Pacific
Northwest aboratories. Van onynenburg documented available measured data
on C-14 content in the spent fuel (4 Pressurized Water Reactor and 1 Boiling
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Water Reactor fuel assemblies) (Ref. 12). Using the actual measured
concentrations of C-14 and more recent data on nitrogen impurities, he
revised the estimate of C-14 content in spent Light Water Reactor fuel (Ref.
7) as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

He then adjusted these numbers for higher average burnups of 29,500 and
37,500 Md/MTHM for BWR and WR, respectively, and a total inventory of
70,000 metric tons of initial uranium equivalent, which consisted of 22,500
MTHM of BWR, and 40,500 MTHM of PWR fuel elements, and 7,000 MTHM equivalent
of defense waste, to get an average of 1.12 Ci/MTHM in the spent fuel and a
repository total of 71,000 curies of C-14.

A more global review of C-14 production from nuclear industries, including
seven different types of power reactors and fuel reprocessing, was done by
Bush et al. for the Commission of the European Communities (Ref. 13). Their
numbers were also based on actual measurements and calculations, including
those from the U.S. Since the purpose of their review was to address the
total C-14 production from the nuclear industry that will eventually have to
be managed, they also included estimates of C-14 in the reactor hardware,
which will become low or intermediate level wastes after decommissioning.
Table 3 summarizes the values for BWR and PWR. Since the C-14 production is
expressed as Ci/GWe-yr in the report, the numbers have been converted to
Ci/MTHM using nominal values of 40.2 and 33.5 MTHM/GWe-yr for BWRs and PWRs,
respectively.

TABLE 3

Total Production of C-14 from nuclear power generation (CI/MTHM)

U02 Zircaloy and Reactor Reactor Total
Fuel Hardware Off-Gas Hardware

BWR 0.5 0.5 0.25 1.11 2.36

PWR 0.6 0.6 0.15 0.75 2.10
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(Ref. 19). Release tests were performed with a small piece of Zircaloy
sample heated in both air and argon atmospheres at different temperatures.
The results indicated that most of the C-14 was released in the form of
carbon dioxide from the oxide layer. A release as high as about three percent.
of total inventory in eight hours was observed at 350C in air. Atter eight
hours at 50'C, he release appeared to be relatively complete. Considering
the variations in he C-14 inventory among different fuel assemblies, H. Shaw
of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) believes that as muc as
five percent of the inventory could be rapidly oxidized and released (Ref.
20).

It was also observed that a much saller, but still significant, amount of
C-14 was released in an argon environment. It was speculated that some C-14
might have been present in an oxidized form or could be oxidized even in the
absence of air before the container was breached Ref. 21). The implication
of this speculation is significant. Since the rate of oxidation of C-14
strongly depends on temperature, the size of the fast release fraction of
C-14 could decrease significantly as the waste package cools. However, if
the C-14 was oxidized before the container breached, hen the amount of rapid
release would not depend much on when the breach occurred. This speculation
still must be confirmed. The argon gas used in the experiment contained
approximately 10 to 50 pm vol) of oxygen, an amount far in excess of what
would be required to oxidize all the carbon in the sample used (Ref. 211.
The presence of ther, preferred oxygen-getters such as zirconium may not
have completely blocked the oxidation of C-14. Further tests with ultra-pure
argon gas were planned but not carried out due to a reduction in funding.
(Note: R. Van Konynenburq, LLNL, informed me that a more recent German
experiment conducted in an utra-pure argon environment indicated that an
external supply of oxygen would be needed to oxidize the C-14.]

In a different experiment in a saline environment at 200C, German
researchers found that about 50 percent and 5 percent, respectively, of the
C-14 inventory in cladding samples of PWR and BWR fuel could be released by
corrosion (Ref. 22). This suggests that in addition to the rapid release
fraction of C-14 from the oxide layer of Zircaloy cladding, C-14 can also be
released as carbon dioxide after the cladding corrodes. The corrosion rate
of Zircaloy cladding under conditions at Yucca Mountain is not known. An
initial evaluation of samples from two-, six- and twelve-month
electrochemical corrosion experiments indicated no Zircaloy-4 corrosion at a
detection sensitivity of 1 to 2 microns of corrosion per year (Ref. 23).
Further study also indicates hat for the storage conditions investigated,
the outer zirconium oxide layer is in a state of compression, thus making it
unlikely that stress corrosion cracking of the exterior surface will occur
(Ref. 24). However, the uncertainty in the long-term corrosion rate of
cladding remains. It is assumed, therefore, that once the container is
breached, the cladding will also likely breach within a 10,000-year time
frame. For this reason, the SP states that credit will be taken for the
cladding as a barrier only if analyses could support it. Even if the
cladding does not breach, corrosion processes could release some C-14. In
the absence of any data on the corrosion rate of the cladding, Park and Pflum
speculated that the combined release in 10,000 years from the rapid release
fraction and cladding corrosion could reach ten percent of the total
inventory (Ref. 6).
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some time delays due to retardation, could end up being released in gaseous
form to the environment. Therefore, the net source term for the gaseous
transport of C-14 would be the sum of the rapid release raction from the
Zircaloy surface and a significant fraction of the C-14 dissolved in water.
While the former is a one-time release from the breached container, the
latter is a continuous a cumulative release from al breached containers as
long as the fuel continues to dissolve. The cumulative release f C-14 from
spent fuel dissolution could provide a much larger source term than he rapid
release fraction, depending on the amount dissolved and the degree of
thermodynamic equilibrium (partitioning between the gas and liquid).

Carbon-14 may exist in various chemical forms in spent fuel and hardware.
Release of C-14 from reactor off-gas was observed to be in he form of carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons including methane (Ref. 12). The
C-14 in the Zircaloy surface is oxidized first, before it is released. The
actual release measured from the test fuel assembly was in the carbon dioxide
form with no measurable amount of carbon monoxide, except for one sample that
contained an insignificant amount (Ref. 15). During the dissolution of
chopped spent LR fuel rods with air sparging at ambient temperature (in
nuclear uel reprocessing plants), almost al C-14 is released into the
dissolver of-gas in the form of carbon dioxide. Therefore, t appears that
the aseous release of C-14 from the tuff repository would most likely be in
a carbon dioxide frm.

C. Transport of C-14

The transport of gaseous C-14 from the repository to the environment would be
controlled primarily y the flow of gas through fractures and rock pores.
The gas interacts with the water trapped in rock pores or on the fracture
surface. C-14 in the gas will exchange with the C-12 in the pore gas, which
is in equilibrium with the bicarbonate ions in the pore water, which in turn
may be in equiibrium with calcite in the rock. The net result is an
effective retardation of C-14 movement through the rock. he degree of
retardation depends on the degree of deviation from a thermodynamic
equilibrium between the gas and liquid in the pores.

1. Gas Flow Through the Mountain

Gas moves through the deep unsaturated zone at appreciable velocities (Ref.
1). This is a convective movement caused by the density difference in gases
with depth due to the geothermal temperature gradient, as well as by diurnal
and seasonal changes in barometric pressure Ref. 35, 36). Substantial air
flow has been observed in several wells drilled in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain and a section f open hole above the water table. In one well, the
observed flow res are so great they can only be explained as fracture flow
phenomena (Ref. 7). Nearly 40 percent of the actual flow from one
observation well is generated by wind effects. The flow log also indicates
that the midpoint for flow entering the well is at a depth of 20 eters (Ref.
37 . Although the observed gas flow velocity -- ranging from negative t +7
m/s at the top of the well -- has been modeled, gas flow throughout the
mountain is not known well, especially at the repository depth.
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analyzed pore fluid and pore gas to determine the extent of the water-rock
interaction and gas travel time at Yucca Mountain using an isotope ratio of
carbon, oxygen, and tritium (Ref 48). His preliminary finding suggests a
lack of thermodynamic equilibrium between the as and liquid but the results
are not conclusive. Although the gas and pre liquid were obtained generally
from the same geologic strata, the actual gas sample was collected from the
UZ-1 hole while the pore water was extracted from UZ-4 cores. The data still
strongly suggest the possibility of a very low retardation, especially if the
liquid is confined to small pores (high suction pressure) and the gas flows

through the path of least resistance (fractures and large pores) with minimal
contact with pore liquid.

All this suggests that the degree of retardation may also strongly depend on
the degree of saturation. With a luvial scenario, more liquid flux to the
repository (still unsaturated) may accelerate the corrosion of containers,
thus increasing the source term for C-14. A possibly lower temperature
resulting from more cooling may also reduce the rate of oxidation, but in the
long run the total release may not be affected much. On the other hand, a
higher saturation may enhance liquid-gas contact, hence increasing the
retardation. No quantitative data are available on the relative contribution
of these two counteracting effects from increased flux. However, it can be
seen that the source term and transport strongly depend on the expected
hydrology.

3. Far Field Transport

A nominal travel time of gaseous C-14 from the repository to the accessible
environment can be obtained from the gas flow velocity through the mountain
and the retardation coefficient of C-14. As mentioned earlier, the
unretarded gas travel time through the mountain is relatively short -- from
tens to hundreds c years -- which means the retarded travel time could be
from less than 1,000 years to over 10,000 years. Since the half-life of C-14
is 5,730 years, the effect of retardation can become significant with a long
travel time. Although this view of gas travel time is very simplistic, it
clearly indicates that the travel time is neither very short nor very long
and more accurate estimates are needed.

Ross first odeled the C-14 transport at Yucca Mountain (Ref. 43). 'His
preliminary calculations based on the governing equation and order of
magnitude estimates indicated that a substantial portion of C-14 could reach
the surface in less than 10,000 years. Knapp slved an analytic equation for
gas phase transport of a -14 knematic wave, incorporating advection,
isotope exchange between C 2 in a flowing gas phase and HC03- in a stastic
aqueous phase, and radioactive decay (Ref. 45). His calculations indicate
that the C-14 wave takes about 5,900 years to reach the surface. This
implies that about half of the C-14 released from the repository during the
first 4,000 years will reach the surface during the regulatory time frame of
10,000 years. His calculation is based on an estimated gas Darcy velocity of
1 m/yr and no diffusion, with dispersion and temporal and spatial variations
in rock and fluid properties taken into consideration.

Lerman also estimated the travel time of gas through an unsaturated ock zone
based on the expanding gas volume and the density gradient caused by the heat
generated in the repository and diffusional flux (Ref. 4. He estimated an
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abundant amount of calcite in the rock. Other geologic media may not have as
high a retardation factor as Yucca Mountain; therefore, it appears that the
relatively short C-14 travel times may not be unique to Yucca Mountain, but
may apply to most generic unsaturated sites in the U.S. Ross also states
that the general onditions used in his simulation would apply to most other
unsaturated sites (Ref. 44).

D. Health Effects of C-14

Carbon is one of the most abundant elements on earth and in the biosphere.
It constitutes over 22 percent of the human body by weight (Ref 8) and is
abundant in our daily diet. Natural carbon contains about l.4x10-12

A reference human being weighing 70 kg contains 0.1 microcurie of C-14,
from which he receives 1.3 mrem /yr of radiation exposure ( Ref. 8, 50). The
global inventory is estimated to be 230 million curies, which are distributed
as follows: 90 percent in deep ocean more than 100 m from the surface 8
percent in surface waters, sediment and biosphere; and two percent in the
atmosphere (ef. 51). In addition to the large inventory of C-14 already
existing in the natural system from cosmic ray production, additional C-14 s
continuously produced in the atmosphere by the interaction of cosmic ray
neutrons with nitrogen. The amount in the atmosphere is estimated to be 3.9
million curies, and the annual natural production of 28,000 curies in the
atmosphere (Ref. 52) balances the oss by radioactive decay.

C-14 released from a repository in gaseous form would enter the atmosphere
and mix completely in about four years to become part of the global
inventory. C-14 in the human body also comes to an equilibrium with the
atmospheric C-14 ater a lag time of 1.4 years (Ref. 53). Once it is
released, C-14 becomes a part of the global inventory and any increase in
concentration in the atmosphere could affect the entire world population,
provided the assumption of a linear no-threshold relationship between the
health effect and radiation exposure holds. It should be noted that this
assumption is not well established at a low level of radiation.

The C-14 in the atmosphere exchanges with carbon in the ocean surface waters,
which in turn exchanges with carbon in other reservoirs such as deep ocean,
land biosphere, and humus; most of the radioactive decay occurs in the ocean,
where it stays longest during the global circulation cycle. As a result, the
effective half-life of C-14 in the biosphere is much shorter than its natural
half-life of 5,730 years.

The potential health effects of C-14 from both the natural and man-made
sources have been studied extensively (Ref. 50). Infinite time (effectively
about eight half-lives or 46,000 years) population dose commitment f C-14
has been calculated by many studies (Ref. 13, 50). The numbers range from
370 to 620 man-rem/Ci (divide the number by 100 to get person-Sievert/Ci)
based on a projected steady world population of 10 to 12 billion. In a more
recent study, McCartney et al. reported a value of 460 man-rem/Ci for the
100,000-year dose commitment based on a steady world population of 10 billion
(Ref. 54). The biological effect per unit population dose also varies
depending on the pathway model and other assumptions used. Reported values
range from 100 to 200 cancers for 1xl0+ man-rem Ref. 8, 50). The EPA uses
a value of 146 cancers per x10+6 man-rem exposure in their analysis,
although they also indicated the value probably was lower by a factor of 1.5
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1.2x10-1 mrem/yr. No attempt was made to calculate an average or median
value in this preliminary study. The numerical values calculated
deterministically by Gary Daer fall within the range of this study.

For the purpose of the regulatory aalysis in the next section, we will use
3xl0 mrem/yr as the basis.

E. Uncertainties

Among the factors influencing the release of C-14 to the accessible
environment, the inventory estimates have the least uncertainty, hough they
are still significant. Considering the accuracy of he ORIGEN code used in
the calculation of isotope generation in the reactors, the amount of nitrogen
impurities in the fuel, cladding, hardware, variability among fuels, the fact
that two-thirds of the spent fuel to be emplaced in the repository doesn't
even exist today, and the trend toward ever higher fuel burnups, the
uncertainties in the inventory are probably at least -50 to +10C percent.

The largest uncertainty, however, is in the source term, which in part stems
from the uncertainty in the post-closure near field environment. Container
failure rate is largely unknown and uncertainties will remain even after the
material and design are fixed. If the near field environment remains
unsaturated and relatively dry, the container failure rate would be very
small and a large fraction of the waste containers will survive for 10,000
years. If the climate changes to a pluvial condition, fracture flows
dominate at the repository level, and a large amount of water comes into
contact with the waste containers, then, conservatively, with the current
design of the waste package it should be assumed that most of the containers
would fail during the first 10,000 years. The uncertainties in the container
failure rates would be at least one order of magnitude and could be higher,
depending on the degree of site characterization and material testing. The
uncertainties in container failure rate could be reduced by employing more
robust, long-life waste package design, but presently there is no regulatory
need for a long-life (10,000 years or longer) waste package to meet the EPA
performance requirements other than that for C-14. Compliance with the NRC's
subsystem performance requirements on waste packages and EBS may necessitate
a long-life waste package because of the need to contain gaseous
radionuclides and several other readily soluble radionuclides. Among these,
the requirement for C-14 would still be the most imposing.

Data on the C-14 release from the surface of fuel assemblies; i.e., the rapid
release fraction, are extremely limited, so more experimental measurements
are needed. The value assumed for the rapid release fraction in the SCP;
i.e., one percent, appears low in view of more recent laboratory experimental
results. Two to ten percent may be a reasonable range, although there is a
possibility that it may even exceed ten percent. Again, it should be
mentioned that these figures are based on a limited number of observations
and are speculative at best.

Release of C-14 from the fuel matrix would be strongly influenced by the
alteration rate of the fuel. Current assessment indicates a possible range
of at least two to three orders of magnitude. There is an additional
uncertainty in the fraction of C-14 released in liquid form initially that
might eventually be released to the accessible environment in a gaseous form.
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Additional data needs have already been discussed in the Yucca Mountain SPF
and briefly n the sections above, and will not be repeated here.

The analyses in the previous sections deal only with undisturbed performance
of the geologic repository. Based on our preliminary knowledge of volcanism
scenarios, it was assumed in this study that any gaseous release of
radionuclides under disturbed conditions of the repository would be
insignificant. This, however, should be investigated further.

III. REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS AND POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

A. Regulatory Implications

The NRC's subsystem performance requirements in 10 CFR Part 60 require that
the containment of radionuclides in the waste packages be substantially
complete for 300 to 1,000 years, and that after containment the annual
release rate of any radionuclide from the EBS not exceed one part in one
hundred thousand of the inventory of that nuclide at 1,000 years after
emplacement with an exclusion limit for radionuclides with an extremly small
release potential. The regulatory term "substantially complete containment"
has not yet been defined quantitatively. The RC made it clear in its Site
Characterization Analyses that the term should be interpreted to mean that
the release during the containment period be much less han that allowed
during the post-containment period (Ref. 59) Design goals were established
in the SCP with a goal of achieving a C-14 release rate of less than 10-6yr
of the 1,000 year inventory, which would correspond to 7.8x10-2 Ci/yr. Even
if we assume the rapid release fraction to be two percent of the inventory in
the container, failure of two or fewer containers per year would exceed the
SCP goals and the 10 CFR Part 60 requirements even if we ignore the C-14
released through the aqueous phase. If we take a more conservative number of
ten percent for the rapid release fraction, then it takes only a fraction of
one waste container to violate the requirement in a given year. The 10 CFR
Part 60 requirements could also be violated if 2 to 20 waste containers
breach in a given year. If we include the cumulative release from all failed
containers that will cross the EBS boundary in either a gaseous or liquid
form, the number of containers that can breach annually would be even less.
This level of containment may be possible if an expensive waste package
design with multiple barriers is employed. Nevertheless, it would be almost
impossible to guarantee such a low level of failure on an annual basis as the
NRC regulations require.

The EPA regulation, 40 CFR Part 191, does not specify any requirement on the
performance of subsystems. It is an overall environmental standard, and as
such it only imits cumulative release to the accessible environment. The
limit for C-14 is 100 curies per 1,000 MTHM over 10,000 years with better
than 90 percent probability that the level would not be exceeded, provided no
other radionuclides are released at the same time. If other radionuclides
are released concurrently, the release limit must be prorated (i.e., reduced)
by a formula given by the EPA. The release limits were conceived to limit the
number of fatal cancers to 1,000 over 10,000 years from a repository
containing 100,000 MTHM. As shown in the previous section, the final number
used for C-14 is equivalent to 570 fatal cancers over 10,000 years from a
repository containing 70,000 MTHM, of which 63,000 MTHM are spent. fuel. The
level of risk; i.e., 1,000 cancers over 10,000 years, was considered easily
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o State that the release limits in Table 1 of Subpart B, Appendix
A do not apply to gaseous release of radionuclides and hold the
regulation f aseous releases in reserve.

These otions are discussed individually below in terms of their advantages
and disadvantages from a scientific point of view and, to the extent
possible, from their political implications.

1. Keep the Current Regulation

The current regulation was promulgated based on three basic premises: (1) it
is easy to meet the limits; (2) the risk is comparable to the risk from
unmined uranium ore, which is acceptable to the public; and (3) more
stringent regulation does not incur any significant additional cost.
However, what may have been a reasonable assessment based on the state of
knowledge 10 to 15 years ago is no longer valid. The regulation is outdated
and should be changed.

There appears to be a high probability that it will not be possible to
satisfy the EPA and NRC regulations because of overwhelming uncertainties in
the source term. The preliminary performance assessment clearly showed that
the main reason or potential violation of the regulations is the aseous
release of C-14. This has been foreseen by YMP scientists for a long time,
and the DOE has proposed several alternative approaches in the SCP in case
the reference waste package cannot meet the requirements due to uncertainties
in the s e cnditions (Ref. 18). The alternatives were presented primarily
to address the RC's 10 C 60.113 requirements. They include the use of
alternative container design and materials, use of 10 CFR 60.113 b)
(variation in containment period and post-containment release rate), release
of C-14 from the surface of fuel assemblies prior o emplacement, taking more
credit for cladding if this could be supported by more testing, and inclusion
of part of the host rock in the ES. Among these, only two could address the
C-14 problem for both the EPA and RC requirements: a long-life waste
package using alternative material, and the pretreatment of fuel assemblies
to release the rapid release fraction of C-14. These are discussed in more
detail below.

a. Use o long-life waste packages

The current reference design for the waste packages is a thin-walled,
single wall metallic container that capitalizes on the unsaturated
nature of the site. In the absence of any significant water movement
at the repository level, this design would be adequate to protect the
public health and safety. Under any scenario that would allow the
breach of waste containers in any significant quantity during 10,000
years, the reference design and the current candidate materials may
not be adequate or may be adequate but cannot be so proven. Since the
rapid release fraction of C-14 is on the outside surface of the fuel
cladding, the waste container wall must be gas tight for 10,000 years.
Most metals have only a short performance history and are susceptible
to various failure mechanisms. Ceramics such as alumina were
considered in combination with metal inner or outer layers. The
additional cost over that of he reference design is estimated to be
in the billions of dollars for 35,000 waste packages. In addition,
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the technology exists only in sall-scale applications. Significant
technology development would be needed involving an additional cst
and schedule delay. The DOE is studying other long-life waste package
designs tat rely on multiple barriers to increase reliability, but no
firm designs have evolved yet. The high cost of developing and
fabricating long- life waste packages compared to the negligible gain
in public health and safety has already been pointed out (Ref

b. Pretreatment of the fuel assemblies

The existing regulations do not regulate the release of C-14 from
nuclear power reactors and other nuclear fuel cycle facilities. The
operating PWRs and BWRs release gaseous C-14 at the rate shown n
Table 3. Each reactor releases 5 to 10 curies every year. If the
C-14 on the surface layer of Zircaloy cladding is released prior to
emplacement, it would not violate any regulation. The rate of release
from this operation would be much higher than the release of C-14 from
the repository, since at least two percent of the total inventory
(1,500 curies) would be released in less than 50 years. Assuming that
the iinear ose-response model is valid, the resulting health effects
would be much higher than the effects produced by the expected release
from the repository, although both would sill be very low.

To release C-14, the fuel must be heated to about 275C for an
undetermined length of time. Under laboratory conditions with a purge
gas flow, he release was almost complete after 8 hours. However, the
only actual test done with an intact fuel assembly indicates up to two
months might be needed. The cost of performing this operation, even
if it was technically feasible, would be extremely high. The annual
spent fuel receiving rate is twice as high as the rate at a
full-scale, 50 GWe/yr fuel reprocessing plant, and the fuel would then
have to be stored for up to two months at 275C . The fuel assemblies
would have to be cooled before transport to the repository. The cost
of such a facility, operated remotely, would be prohibitively high
when the off-gas treatment and other handling facilities are included.

In addition, the effect of heating the fuel in a dry condition is not
known. One out of t 204 fuel rods failed during the test. Other
technical problems include finding a method of heating the fuel
assemblies uniformly without overheating to prevent cladding failure,
and the treatment of radioactive off-gases Kr-85 and I-129 from
breached fuel rods. Both Kr-85 and -129 are regulated under current
regulations. The C-14 gas from heating would have to be vented to the
atmosphere, since it would be diluted so much with air it could not be
recovered economically.

It should be noted that releasing the C-14 at a higher rate just to
circumvent the repository regulations may not be acceptable to the
public regardless of the low health affects.

c. Fuel reprocessing

Fuel reprocessing is not a real solution to the C-14 problem, snce
the decision to reprocess will involve many considerations and C-14
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promulgate standards if the pollutants are classified as known, probable, or
possible carcinogens. This risk level corresponds to an annual exposure of
0.03 mrem, using he EPA's own dose conversion factors. If we use the dose
conversion factor discussed in Section II.D, the same risk level would
correspond to an annual exposure of 0.07 mrem, or approximately 0.1 mrem,
since these are not exact numbers.

The lx10-6 risk cutoff is consistent with other regulatory precedents.
Analyses of regulatory decisions based on risk showed that every chemical
that presents an individual risk f 4:10-3 was regulated (Ref. 75). Except
for one case, no action was taken to reduce the risk below 1x-106. Similar
cutoffs for lifetime risk for individuals, typically 1x10-6 for large
populations like that of he U.S. and 1.5x10-3 for smaller populations, were
noted by others (Ref. 76). [Note: The information in this paragraph was
provided by Robert Wilems, RAE.]

7. Hold the Regulation of Gaseous Release of Radionuclides in Reserve

As discussed in the previous section, the EA will have to comply with the
requirements in the CAA either through the NESHAP or by exempting the HLW
repository from he NESHAP process by complying with the requirements in
Section 112(d) (9). In either case, the EPA has the option of not making any
decisions or taking any actions immediately. This would temporarily relieve
the EPA from the gaseous C-14 problem without affecting the court-mandated
repromulgation of 40 CFR Part 191, Subpart B. This alternative could also be
treated as a fourth option under the CAA, which was discussed in the previous
section. It has been separated because it does not provide any solution, but
avoids the problem by deferring any action on it.

This alternative, however, should be considered as a last resort. it is
clear that the implementation of the current (court-vacated) regulation tc
gaseous radionuclides is impractical, although not ipossible, as was
discussed earlier. To have the EPA state that the current Table 1, Subpart B
does not apply to gaseous radionuclides and that regulations governing their
release will be held in reserve would provide the EPA grounds for uture
actions. While not providing the DOE any advantage over the current
regulation, and the uncertainties about future regulation would be so great
that the DOE would be forced to assume the worst case scenario, resulting in
unnecessary expenditures and schedule delays.

IV. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Regulation of Gaseous Release of Padionuclides

The regulation of gaseous release of radionuclides certainly falls under the
CAA, and it leaves the EPA with only two choices: Alternatives 6 and 7 in
the previous section. Alternatives I through 5 are possible options only
through Alternatives 6a through 6c.

Among these possible alternatives, the most logical choice would be c, which
has its basis in the 1990 amendments to the CAA. it would provide the EPA
and NRC the highest flexibility, although it does not provide them any
technical basis to develop quantitative criteria unless they borrow the same
basis used in Aternatives 6 and 6b. Both 6a and 6b employ the NESHAP as a
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